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. : . Abstract 
Tradi~ionally, the di?ti~nary in the classroom has 
been· too often,..the arbi tier .of "correct" spelrings and 
' • . f , • I . 
11 correct" mean:i:ng for students. , The P.erceP.tion, however, 
of the dict~onary should be· that of a · depository of current 
language u~age. This teaching module has as its major; 
,. 
premise· the belief that dictionary study, and ·its complement;. 
·' I I 
. : . ' I 
should provide' the 'studef\t with .a 
; I 
. . . 
vocabulary development, 
·. dyn~mic refiection : of the enei~y of our English: langu.age. 
'l. 
As it is the· responsibility Of the teacher··to. 
; 
provid,e . his students with. a ~lff~ co~sciousne.ss, th~· provi ncial 
\ . · .~ ... . . . . . . ·' · . . . .. 
. 1 , curriculum should reflect ·. such a de'sired otitcome . . i· 'Though . . .. 
' I o ' 
I 
there are teachi.l}g modules on the dictionary . focu~ing on .. 
I . 
American English usage, there has been very little •developed ·-' 
concent rating on Cana~ian English usage, and m~re specifica~ly 
.on t\e u~iqueness. of ~·r own Newfoundland .Engl i sh •.. ~phasi~· 
is P ' aced in the module on the teacher as a facilitator of 
I 
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/ ' A word fi~es some.thing in expe~ien'ce I . 
and makes i:t ·the J:lUCleufl of memory, an 
avi:dlabl.,. conception. · · · 






Suza1:1ne Langer·, ·from 





I'f: was the 
.. . . ' .r 
Avis, . whoJ put into 
. . . . . . . \ 
reriowned ¢anadi_an .. lex.icograph•e\ ,· . W~l ter 
perspective the central thrust of .. this' 
) 
the:;> is: . ,! •''" 
i 
I 
1 . • •. a living language is always . 
changing.: new words come into being 
~nd· o~d words ·pass into obsolescence 
· ;constant~y; · new meanings of curr7nt 
· • : 1words · gaJ.n currency. and· old meanJ.ngs · 
: 11ose ground; pronunciat.:j..on patterns·. 1 change from one · generation to . the 
I next, find: spelling h.~bits do as ·well. · Finally, over' time the· social· accept-·.·~ ability of words, · pro'nunciatidns, and 
·. spellings may alter. o(Avis, 1978, 
p. 48) . 
Thus; it is· the dictionary which· is the warel?.ouse ;or a 
"living language" • Too often, however I for the 'senior high 
.. ' 





reference ·tool used inainly to check, "correct 11 spellings, and' 
. . . • ,;;> . . . 
aid ·~n finding the "correct" meaning of a wor d as it is use'd 
in a given sentence. 
. The present high school curricu.lurn .in .our province 
does not have a teaching module in the language portion of 
·the .course specifically focusing on the dic~io~ar; and its . 
'#complement, .vocabulary·· develo'pment. The developer,· of this· 
. ' ,>· . 
module has· as one of his primary goals to a1low the student, 
~ . ' . .• . 
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as the record of current language usage. 
As the student completes the. exercises in tne module, 
. I 
he rec,.ognizes.tha.t the greater. corrunand ·he has of his nativ.e 
l:anguage, the closer the st~dent is able to e~press precisely 
what he ·want'·s to. 
I 
structure and history of the English language, the exercises 
-. will give ·the~ student an appreciation of the variety of the 
_Engl_ish language.· Thus; ~he student is ·made not only ;word 
-.~ t ·· _' - -consc.ious, but· he is also. made aware that the . d _icti'onary is 
. . \ 
-'I 
a _dyn~mic ' reflection of the energy of our language. to be· 
·always· flexible an'd in 'mot'ion~ , 
~ ' . ' 
::- · Th~ 'exercise~ -a.re ling~istic;:ally orientated and ~re . 
. ~-- : . . . . . . . . . . 
not intended .for_ the student 't.o. be ·~xpo~ed to tne · dict·ionary 
. to ptove his ignorance, while : at _the same· time further 
highlighting h~s teacher• ·s onmiscience. Fur-t;her, the student 
will be able to eJ:eam'ine cri~ically the mythic .iuthori ty. of 
the dictionary, for it is the lexicographer who records . 
' 't 
language;· usa~e, but he 'is not the inventor of rt: 
By using an inductive teaching· approach, the teacher 
, . I ,(• . 
is able to lead the students away from an au.thoritarian 
perception of the dictionary whic~ views the. lexicographer ,, 
as an embalmer of ?ur -1-~nguage_ • . Instead, -the student will 
· ~ppreciate · that· t~e lexicographer wants· to reflect an irnag~~ 
. . . . J ~ · 
th,at because languag~· .reflects the .needs of people, , i~ i~ ',}) . 
living · language which i!?. continually evolving. In a teaching · 
- . . . l . ' . 
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' .. _ ' 0 ~--
- - I -. 
Dan.iel Reard~n- , .·has already. indicated the_· rai·son d 1 et:tre- tfwr 
- 0 
the presen-t mo·dule: 
.. 
The 'WO-rds we use daily are never 
close.ly scrtitinized or examined~· 
Indeed,- thi~ wou~d never occur to us , 
·for the words we speak, ],.ike the air 
.we -hrea the, - are so much a . part of us 
that such an· examination seems .both -
unnatural and ·u.nnecessary. • Ho~ever t 
it is because of this·. v,ery clo_se _ 
connec'tion between man and the.- words 
·he _ spea~s that they shoul_d b~ ·-studied· 
·and examined • . . (Reardon , - 19 7 7 ·, p ._ 8 7-) 
·.: . ·. 
--
0 ---'-j· ·: -
' ' 
· ' 0 
. • . J ' ' I A. 
I 
'•.:. ·. 
_ ·. Review of ·the Related Literature 
' ' 





: ~·· . ; - ' ' • 0 ' 0 :' ,',_ .:: . 
A~ · A ·oescrip'hion of ~~e Dict~o-nary-s·t~dy/Vocabu~~q:y D~velopment ·· : -.: .·_. -.. ·:·: 
Pr
1
ogram :Ln the -Newfou~dl~nd and -La~rado~ ~ch~ol· -~~n~·e,xt: -. . - -.. . - :- . \.-·:; ;_~·-
, . ·. ·. '.\ 
JG~ades 5 ~o .Level III; _Reorganize-d ·Iiigh .Schopl ·Program) ' - ·· 
. . ! 
···,· 
. . . . .. . 
1. ' . . At 'the grades -' -Fi~e, · ~ix, Seven, and - Eight-levei~~ 
: - ·~·· the Spe~ling -in La·1;1guage Arts series- (Nelsofi) is used to deve~op 
. 
• ·.! ' 
, the student 1 s . Dictionary Skills. 
Grade Five _: 
1. Choosing the_ Correct Meaning' 
2. Pronunciation Respe~lings 
Grade Six: 
1. · using the Thesaurus _ 
2. _ -Choosing :the Correct Meaning 
3. Use of Guide Words . ·· 
4. - Diacritical Marks 
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Grade Ei9h.t ~ 
• • • JJ. . 
Li 2.: 
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• • l_ • • 
2 .] At. the grade Nine 1evel, . -the basic te~t ·is 
- .• 
-· ·--· ' 
. 4 . 
~ · ·. 1.! . 
• • ' • J, .. . l ~ . .• 
~ :, . 
· .. · . . -. . 'i . . . ' i . 
Patterns of Communicating: _(Addition!=tlly, '·-English 9;,'. Course ~ 
- . '. < 
.·· 
. ,· 
oescripti6n, Departmt:m~ 'of · Education,_ ~ept~mbe~, _l-~78) · . . . _, . _ . 
. '. ;. .' . . . ~-· : . ·.·, ·. . · .. . ·: : . . . : 
' ·. 




.. (a1) . Word. Study -. · the Dictiona·ry -~ "Teachers 
have' a responsibility to ~ontinue '·tq I 
enceiurage anci 'require dict.iona:i'.y' use by 
the student." · · · "" 
I • ~ 
. ·. :·(b). Word s ·tudy 1~ ·. the Thesau:t~ ·_. i'st~d~nts· .. 
.. ' . should ·be shown the value of .using' the 
. . .Thesaurus in writing,.- since its : use ; as 
.. 
. . a .· souJ;ce of· synonyms ~nd;:_.ant.on'yms· ·he1ps . . 
. . . . the de·v:.elopm~~t. qf prec~!seness of ,. · · ··· · . : .:. 
•-'' 1 " ' . . · . . 
. ar1guage. . . . . . . · ·. .' . · . ~ . o . . 
• ' : ' I I • ' ' • : ' ' ' \ o ' ' ' ' o ' ,o '• ' ,- I 
Cc)' · .Word· Study · - : Vocabulary·.- .. ~~The ; meaning o~-­
-_ weirds" should .be: stu'diea: according . to~ . . 
structural meariin_g_., cont·extual ·. _mea'nin'g, . 
and · gr_anunati,cai functi<;)n." ' ~ : · ~ 
· i . ... · I 1 ~ • II ; . 
• ~ , 0 , , 1 t "' , , ,,'.. .J , , ·.- .. . ~ 
1:> J UJ' ll, : e')~'#· ~ !f"~\! • ,r'• , tl ' '• .' ~J 'I .J • -ll l • ,~ .} "' 
... · .. 
. . . . · . ..,_._,, __ . ..... _y. ·./:, .. ,· ..  ".~~. ;.< .. : .... ~ .. ; .• ~""'·x,····~ ·'·· ·; _  ; ..:,_ ; 
, · Language in the'. Reorganized High School Program . · .- J•o.;:..-h··~-. . ... : 
t ..... ~ 1 > 
I .. . 
), 
. 
I ,. , , 
· , I,;anguage 11 Ol ' ~ Maj'or foqu~·: · clear ·thinking, 
and-. argurnent'a tion. and pe+suasion 'in ·spe.aking · 




Basic English 1i02 - .. An alteJ;"~ative to f . 
· Language . 110.1 _designeP, .. for ·students ·weak i~ 
_·.:).a~guage ,ski.ils . . . 'l,'hr.ee :·mairi areas o_f . focus;. 
writi-n,g, .reading and th~nking , _ .oral 
.· aoriununication. · · · · 
!iancjuage 21 C>l Tci d~vellop arid . sharpen ·certain 
English skills, through ._the m~d~urn · o ·f the 
· .· research paper. ·-Ma,i~ emphasis is on the . 
process _of wrfting a · research· paper within the 
conte~t of the .wr,iting model process as well · . 
as the · irnprov~en~ '?f . langua·ge skill. .s thr<?..pgh 
·the prc;>cess· of Wr'l.t~ng a resea:rch paper.. .. · 
. ' . . 
'·. 
I .,: . 
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Vocational English 2102 - ;The development of 
Students I communication . Skills by havfng the 
stu~ents read and tnink about the world of 
work, by having them express their ideas . and 
feelings about the world of work; and by 
having them use language in ~ variety of 
practical, job-oriented situations • 
Language 3101 :- ·To develop. :·and ~efine students' 
writing styles t~rough both -analyzing and 
writing prose - exposition, description; and . 
narration . They wil], analyse sentences · length, . · 
f • structure, punctuation, logic, etc., and they . 
will' study specific words, their definitions, 
etymologies, and connotations. 
Busiftess English 3102 ~o develop the student's · 
ability to communicate .effectively in business. -
e.g., ,ability to write business letters, abil'ity 
to use· the principal skills of effective . speaking 
and 'listening I i;ibility .to use English correctly"-
and effectively •. 
Advanced Writing 3103 - An alternative to 
Language 3101. Emphasis i~ on the improvement 
and .refinement of student writing throug~ the . 
· writing of short stories, poetry, and dr~ma. 
•, ~ / 
' Language Study 3104 - An altermi.tive to' 
Language 3101; an in-depth study of the English 
~nguage for students who have demonstrated an 
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t 
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. ·Provincial English Consultant, rna~ have in its final·format 
. . 
the ~allowing te~_ching modules: 
···.· 




English ~anguage has . developed, continues to change , 
.. 
and su;rvives ·because · it· is adaptable t o i{ew t;imes. 
-I 
' ~ ··. 
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':C,opics . s"uch as the principle.s of ' growth and 
development, history of writing, etc. · 
. 6 
(2) Usage · - To prese~t the varieties of English usage as 
! 
they are shaped by social, cultural, and geographic 
. . . . 
' . , I . . . 
differences~ to present the levels \(Jf usage -dialect, · 
regional · and social; Ca~adi~m Engli\sh; Di.ctionary of · 
Newfoundland English; langu~ge questionnaires;' tapes. 
· ( 3) ._ Grammar ;,and- Language_ Acquisit-ion Basic el.ernents in 
(4) 
' ( 5) 
/ 
sentence'):milding, · expansion ?-nd enrichnient • . To· 
become aware 'of how grQJnrnar rep~esents'the orderli'-
. ' . 
ness of language _p.nd makes meaningful cornrn'unication 
. . 
. J?9SSible .·· 
Vocabulary - .Spelling ,, Dictionary (lexicography) 
possil:!le subtopics .: ·vocabulary concepts - word 
derivations, roots and aff'ixe·s, word games, foreign 
' . ~ . \ . 
phrases, names, ,f~gurative · language; tone; idiom¢; .: · 
addihg ·~ords td the lang~age; enlarging vocabulary_. · 
Language Subtletie.s and Specialized Uses sexism 
. . . 
a:nd Langu~ge (usage that un_fairly _limits the-· 
,. , 
aspiratio~s or . a~tributes of . eithe.t; sex)i Doublesp_eak 
' ' 
.. (Politics, Jargoh, and Bureaucracy); Langua_ge . i n the 
· ~ Computer · Age. 
In all_ the Course Cont.ent descriptions· in the · a r 'ea· 
of : lang~age · in th~ ~eorganized high school . -program, . thi s 
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Aspects of language such as punctuation; 
mechani.cs, spelling, vocabulary·,· 
dictionary use, usage, and grammar will 
make , their c·onstant demands on -the 
linguistic skills and k~owledge of the 
students. Thus, the teacher, with each· 
class, makes a continual diagnosis in. 
·these areas .•. On the basis -of such 
information and needs, the teacher 
provides the necessary directions, 
instructions, practice, encouragement, . 
_expectations/ and editing opportunities~ 
.• 
7 
, .T~us, it is the -teacher who must provide his students wl.th a 
_word consciousness,· wheth~r it b~ - when he _speaks, listens, 
. . 
or writes. Adm~ttedly, this is ~easier stated, than clearly 
~ractised .ip the' cil~ssroom. 
. : 
~ 
B.- curric~lum Projects Dealing. with Dictionaz:y~Study/ _ 
_vocabulary Development: A Review . 
~ A number, of teachin9 modules related to · Dictionary 
·Study and Vocabulary Development has been produced-in the 
I 
Unit~d Sta~es .in the. late 60's and early 70 '.s. T~ese ·Project 
English materials are, of course, developed for the American 
' . " 
·market, and ,~herefore, they totally concentrat~ on American 
English usage. However, these modules are linguistically 
·. · . 
oriented· .and e'xpose high school students to - lang~age 
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Dr. -Albert R. Kitzhaber o~ Oregon University at 
·-
. 1 Eugene ]las .. developed a n~er of ltlOduies . on 'the subject of 
lexicography aimed at the gr~de Nine level~· In both 
Lexicography, History of English - Parts One and TWo (see 
the ERIC Bibliography) 1 . Dr.: Kitzhaber and his .associates. 
I 
h.ave dE?veloped a number ~f exercises in ·which the s'tudent 
is given the opportunity to _ap.preciate the complexities . 
i~volveci when an editor of a dictio.nary _c.ompile~ and · selects 
· ·· his wcird entries •. 
I 
The student starts a word c~llec.tiqn of 
.. ' 
his 0~ which gets the ;student . to both think and t~lk about 
-:word-watching. 
.. 
In both . of,. these modules I' language .change is 
, . ~ ' . . 
examined by independent'word study, , and by an ~ exp.osureto ; 
literature as a basis for · an examinatiori o! how wor1is c.hange 
their meaning. For example, he has.· developed ex~rcises which 
' 
allow t~e student to examine cl~iely Shak~~peare's . lexicon by 
... ... 
~~rkin-cj "with variou~ passag_es. from 11 Julius ~aesar~. 
At the Eucl-id· En.glish Demonstration Center in Ohio~ 
units of study have been prepared on The English Language: 
The Linguistic Approach, (See the ERIC Bibi'iogra_phy): These 
exercises are aimed at.the grades Seven, Eight, - ~nd Nin~ 
. 'levels. These units have a~ their central thesis that 
. . ' 0 . . 11 cor~ect 11 English means 11 stan~a.rd . and. appropriate, ana that 
only_ by ·observation 'of actual usacfe i~)the speech community 
can "one decide what is ~o-~}+ fitting and in accor~d. with 
~ducated usage 11 (Friend,' p. 55). At •the grades Seven an~, 
~ight levels there is a unit. on Dialects : ll,~fini ~io//~~ 
Ety:ology. At the ~ra?e .. Nine LevE;!l there is a un~ t_i/fn change 
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. . . r 
fn· the. English ~anguage, with particular attention to J.oan . r 
. ' 
words, semantic' changes, and etymology exercises. ' 
At ~he ?enter for Curriculum Development-in English 
. " . 
.located. in Minnesota University, ·stanley B. K'egley, Project 
Qirect.or,. learping ·modu·l~s have been devel<;>ped on The N~ture 
of Meaning in Language a~ the Grade Ten Level,. Uni~ 1001 and 
Cfianges in the Meaning of Words, Unit 902, at the Grade Nine 
.Leyel; (see ER~C Bibliography) • .These exercises stress that 
word study must depend on ;the : !itudent' s knowledge <;>f the · 
• •!) . 
context in whi~ ~words a·re used; · the semantic process. 
. . C. Supporting Evide'nce ain . the Literature to Establish the 
' . 
• 
··. Need to Supplement the Modul~ "in ~he new I reorga~ized . High 
- . ' . ' 
. ' 
. School Program, as established by the Department of 
Education - ·Newfoundland and Labrador. 
As co-editor of both the Qage Senior Dictionary~ · a·s . 
. . 
·well as The Dictionary of Canadianisms: Bas~d Upon Historical· 
. . 
' '• 
Principles, . .Mr. Patrie~ Drysdal~ indicat.es . in _a ~:etter to the · . ·.· 
... 
developer of this .module ?'tAppendix A, p. 14 9) 
. . , 
"' 
••• unfortunately, most of these · 
sources are aimtjd at elemen.tary · 
teachers; but t~s is because, as 
you have discover ed, precious little 
work has been done on the use of the 
·· 'dictionar y at.the secondary levei. 
(Le tter, Januar y 9, 1981) 
i·, 
· Mr. Drysdale's observation is c ertainly -t~ue both in Cana~a, 
. ' 
.. 
' . ' 
:and especially within' our province's school .sy~tem • 
. ' .. 
.. .. ' 
' , ' 
. '. 
, • . 
. ... - ~ • ..l.... 
. ·'· . ~ ~ 
'• • :· 
' •' 
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· For most students a·t the secondary level; the 
. dictionary is perceived to be ·the Suprerne~uthority ~n 
I . . . 
matters relating to pronunciation, spelling, and meaning. 
,Given this perception, the dictionary is the final arb.iter 
= 
'· in the study of th~ . English'language. The late W~ter S. 
Avis, editor·of the Gage Senior Dictionary, succinctly 
. . ' 
identifies the percep'tion which the developer of this module· 
haS attempted· tO achieve in the Student IS perception Of what 
a dictionary. is and what · it can do: 
If we accept the principle that a 
dictionary should be a recqrd of ~~r~ent 
·.usage rather .than a legislator of it, .- we 
must agree that the only dictionary. that 
merits attention is that ·which. ·reflects . 
that usagi as .faithf~lly as scholarship · 
and finances permit. '(Avis, pp~ 53-54) .Jl . 
As .the student begins to have confidence in ap:plyi ng 
th~ dictionary skills acquired in the elementary grades, he 
·I! 
then approaches the. junioJ? , :and then . senior high school, . 
) '· 
d.ict.ionary study and VOCjibulary devel<;>prnent as exercises 
(> 
. j . • . . 
which · tend to prove his ignorance ·or h~.s parent 1 s or teacher's. 
. omniscience~ Thus, the linguistic ·appro~.ch, implicit in this 
. rnoc;iule, allows the student to st':ldY language ·in .' a three 
di:ens~~na:l f_ormat: ~-----
. 1. Through expe~ence and through 
· language 'we learn.. · 
~--- .. ____.. 
2. Experi ence needs language to' give 





""- . . 
.. "' 
Language_ needs exper ienc e to ·:giv e . 
i.t content. (Loban, p·. 7 3) \ .. · : . : : 1~ .-:-,. · 
, ..---------:~~.(<'· 




: .. ··. ·. 













· .... ' 
. . .· 'l ' .. 
. · .. ' 
I • ,. 
•' 
:. 
·, - •  
\. ·11·. 
. . 
This l'i?.\~ic.approach recogni~es the cultural dimension 
of language \which gro.ws·~Ji)~ of ·a concern with the emotive~ 
or connotative aspects of · language. ·-
As language is the facilitator - ~f the communicative 
process,'the study of words exposes the student to ~hat I.A. 
I . 
. Richards, t~~ great literary . and linguistic qritic, has 




: (words and phrases) will often -both 
-characterize and appraise, . jointly 
re.:Uize and influence; they will .. be . 
descrip~fve and emotive together, at 
qnce referential and influential. 
... __ ' .. 
i 




. . . 
i. '· .. 
. . '·. 





. · ' · \ 
.· .. 
~ ' ·~ 
. •. ' I t.~ 
• .. 
::. I 
. · .. \:. 
...• !. 
. ··} 
. <: .. : 
' 1..·. 
. . ·:-· 
... 
. _. (Richards, pp . 89-90) 
.. ,. -, .. .. . ... . ~ · .. 
The discovery of .. langu~ge becomes, the~efore, a proces~ ·- th~ou'gh_ 
which the student expe~iences both its uniqueness and· its · 
vitality. 
However, · the teaching strategies •to acqui~~ tP.e~e s~~lls for 
. . . . 
. . · , .. . ,. . . . ' .. ·· \ 
the student must be· converted into language experiences as 
• '. I 
. \ 





I This means that the high school 
student shouid do more than def ine,. 
interpret, and explain linguistic •, 
facts; he should be exercised in . 
. \ 
applying his· information in some . . 
· personally meaningful way. · (Rodgers~, 
l?· 105) . ' . . : : 
\ 
The intuitive nature of . . lea~~ing .language s·ug_gest~ 
. . . . .' . 
l 
.• 
*- . . 
. . 
. ·.· 
that both the stu-aent's rknowledge- of ;it and its use are 'innate. 
' I, ·. I . 
Thus, 
•• . . 
. , 
'· ,· 
. ' . 
·/ 
<--< ... 
. . , • 
. ·. . . ~ . 
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' ~ \ 
I . " ., 
\ 
We ~unction succes~fully as. users 
of language just because we' d·o not need 
to deploy an explicit body of knowledge 
ir1'1 s'o doing, as we do if .,we wish to 
function successfully as users of 
Physics, or Mathematics, or History, or 
social ·sciences. (Doughty, Thornton, 
and ' Doughty, p. 19) 
What -the qurriculum must provide is a l)roper 'understa.nding 
0 
0 • • 0 /. 
of the rel,ationship between, . what Professor Dou9hty calls, 
.·"language for living" and "language ·for 1earrling.": 
Language ,for liv:ing will r .efer to a'll 
the ways 'in ·which· h_UJpan b~ings · make, _).l~Se 
of language in. the ordinary .course of . 
' . ,' . 
.. 
•t 
their ev~ryday lives; and langua~e . for ·~ . . · . 
learning will refer ·to all the ways which . .- .. 7.~ " • ·: ... ·. 
.c. · 
. .,. 
. language · enters into the process· of · · 
. ·,, teaching and learning. (Doughty, Tho~nton, 
ari~ Doughty~ p. 13) · 
.. ~ · 
)· 0 0 
taught to high sch9pl 
··:. L_anguage ~.~ud~ :_~nn_?t, . therefor~ 
·.students as if it were a commodity . 
. .......the come of a process of · growth . 1· •• 
and developrn nt, _(a) gr.owth and · development- . 
t}J.at invol,v_ he individu'~l child'. in· a · 
continuou ~nteraction. with the people and · 
objects of his world. (Doughty, Thornton, 
and Doughty, 'p. 16.7) 
~ . ~ 
. .,. 
". It is· essential that the student per?ei-ve (j:hat lang~age 
c.anno~- logica~ly be disassociated _from our thinking pr~cesses . 
and our~ernoti ns. Professor Liebert clearly identifies. the 
. . . 
0 0 
.·nature of this du~lity: 
· Thus our dai ly utter-ances reflect both 
' the ' commonality ot our culture and the 
individuality of ourselves. And~in the 
. total pattern of our langu~ge expression 
: we reveal our personalities, prejudices; 
"fears, inhibitions··, and attitudes. 
(Liebert, p. 201) · 
_;, 
,"' 















Research in th~ _ teaching and learning of vocabulary 
. . 
has J;"evealed that the student, as he develops his skills Pff ' 
\ vocabul~ry development, comes to ~now words in. many .... way~: . 
1. · Knowing a word means knowing the 'I 
degp~# of probability of .. encountering 
that~ord in speech or p~int. 
a word implies kriowing ' the 
· ns imposed on the use of 
ccording to variat~ons of 




eans knowing the 
or associated with 
~ . ' ' 4·. Know~ng a word entails knowledge of 
the network :of associations ·'between 
tl:)at wo:r,d and .. Q:ther .. words in the 
, ... ... .... --language~ -
•' \ .. ' ,., . . ..... ... ,., ·::. _ .. . ·.· . 
.... .. - ·-··· 
... . · ·· 5. Knowing a _word means knowing the 
semantic value of a word. 
6. Knowing a word means knowing many of 
the different meanings associated ' 
with a word. (Jack c. Richards, 1976, 
p. 83) ' 
What dictionary entries attempt to capture are the 
I 
. ., 
: - ·- -~\-
~ 
________ -~!'e9ue_n_t_w'-'-'--a"-"-s.~t.::.:h ...::ac....:t:....._a_w....:o__.r.:....d=--·t~h___:e.:_r___:e~b.:..:y~r:.:..e.:_:_a.::l_i.:..:z...::e_:s--a~p-a_r_t:_i_c::_u=t=--:.:..:::...===---------,.L_:_--!-_~ 
-concept. B~t as Mr. Richar ds acutely observes: 
••• however since this ·(the_. dictionary 
entry) is always an active process of 
reconstruction, much of the way in whicn 
'a particular· meaning is formed cannot be 
recorded ~n the dictionary. (Jack C • 
. Richards; 1976, p. 83)· 
Thus, .what is clear in the research is that a learner· who is 
constan,tly adding to his vocabula:cy knowledge is better 
prepared both f oL productive and receptive language skil ls, 














Yet, both the teacher and student have com~ to 
realize about dict~onaries that: 
. d . 
... ,' . . . Just as no d~ct~onary can hope to 
~ecord·every . word that is in the 
language, .it is im~ossible to expect 
that every word treatment can hope to 










cover all the uses- and applications .. ... ..... ....... ... .............. ......... .. 
.. of the words that it does recoi:''d . .. .. ..... ... .. .. .. . ···j"" .... ... .. .. :-
(Marckwardt·, . 1973, · pp·. · 373·:..:.·7'4) ... . . .... · ..... ·. 





. Pr<:>fessor Mar'ck:wardt' s c:>~servation, however, can 






dictionari t~ its fullest potential as a major linguistic 
• I 
re~o~rce in the classroom . 
Waat the literature clearly sho.ws to· thei teacher of 
. ,., 
, • • I • 
in our province.of Newfoundland and Labrador can~be 
' ·• . • I 
English 
/ 
summarized in Professor Marckwardt's conclusiorl to his essay 
6n the dictionary as a~ English ~-~aching resou~ce: ,. 
. . ! 
It is my firm conviction that, in / 
-~ . order to discharge his professional / · ______ _ 
\ 
potential, ev~ry t~ach~r ... of .. English; .. j-- _______ __ .. __ ---
-:- ---!1 ~ --- · _, .. ----- ·whether· ·as "a native or foreign ·; 
' \ language, must become an invete·rate,; · ______ _____ - ----------- --
- _ \ ... _ _ __ _ an_ ingenious ,_,.a c·+r~~~-t~-i~- c~a~1~~an±:·Qd~~!.f·-~-:_.-:._,-_-_-_---_--_-~.......:.......,.-b---~----:------:------:--'----:~=--
.. j \- - sophistic-ated di~_!::ionary browser. ,: ~ 
-~-----~--------------~(Marckwardt, '1973, p. 379) 
.\ :or the ~~gh :_c_ho-ol- st_u~~nt of English, his_ u_· _s _e_· __ o_f~t_h:....e _ ___ ______ _ 
I --- · ------ . -.-dicft:i-c5rU1ry must be structured by teaching him both dictionary 
I 
·,. ·\ and vocabulary development sk-ills which will allow h.im to I . . 
! I • 










Ration·ale for a Teaching Module on Using· 
a Dictionary and Vocab~lary Development 
15 t 
. ' . • 
. ' ' 
. . . . ....... :.:.) : •.. : ..: ...... 
.What is needed is .a consuming student .... ....... ............ ,.: ............ ......... "\ j· 
\ ,.. · interest in words for themselv~.~ .. , .... ,.an ....... ... :.............. ......... . .. . ·. · . .. ....... . ( .. ................. . 
. ' . . · 1 interest fed bY ... . the ... e.xarnpHf'' O'f the genuine .... . ... ... · ...... ...... .. · 
.!. ............ .... .. ............ ,., ... .... ········· .... : .................... _. ·:.·· ·:·:· .·.·':. ·.~~~~:i~~~~·~·~~-~;~-~~~~~-~h~y~~p;~ai~~~~~-;;, -
...... nature of our language. (Lee c·. Deight.6n, :·· .. . . , 
ip. 415) · - ': 
~· · 
. Th~ule addresses itself to the need 'for high •· ~ · ..... . 41J(_"' 
school students to discover both the· flexibility and life 
of ' the tnglish language . - the ling~istic app~oach. Thus, as 
' • ' ' tj ' 
the ' stud~nt progresses through the exercises, he begins .to 
' ' ~ . . 
free ·himself from the. traditional view~ that · language is exact, 
_... 
correct ·or incorrect, and unchanging. As a membe~ of the . 
E~ectronic · Age, the student too often encounters lang~a·ge · 
·passively an·d accepts· unqualifyingly botl)_what.,--he-see-s-a-na-~ 
. . - -- - . ~ 
----~~· .-:nears· , as well as what he reads. 
~~-----:_:...-=--~~ 
Such- a . ..:...teachinq-nroaule has as its framework a three 
- ------ - -
.• ' It/ 
------------'s~t=e,.pr--<p.e.r.c.ep.:&-~of the la.nguage program within the 
• ' I o 
. ·- . ! , 
·, 
· , '_I:' 
. ·- . . ' 
' . . : .· .' 
~ . : .. , 
i . . 
I • '• '-- ·~ 
I,= 
..... I .. . 
' , ,J ~ 
Newfoundland .~nd Labrador reorganized high _school: ~-----~----
, .· 
• I • 
.. ' ~-
.. 0 · --- ' 
. l._,_ Language--Study-Yequires · "a building block 
~- ' 
approach" by both teacher and student. 
2. This process can gener'ally . bes't be ·learned . 
inductively. 
3 ~ Learning must be ·centered· on the student. 
in particular , on what the s t udent does; 
not what the ' teacher does''· or wh~t- the 
content "means" ... 
Therefore, the t eacher is a facilitator of learning, r ather 







The introduction of this module is .sugg~sted · t9 
d 
s':l:Pl?J~ment ·the proposed Language Study course.to' be offered 
16 
.. •' .... , ·•· ... ' . " ... .. ' ·,· ". . . .. . """ .... ' ... .... . -··· "'"" ' . "' .. 
,, ..... 
.. ...... .. . .. by . . the ·Department of Education in Level III, for the school 
...... .• ' 
year, 1983~84. In the interim, its initial introduction for . 
the ·sohool year, 1982-83 should be as part df the language 
study program at Lev~l II. 
Throughout this module, the student -is the active 
observer and investigator· of the Englis? language.· ·To 
_accomplish this· dual objective, the . teac~:ter o'f ' this module 
must be aware t~at the tasks assigned to the _ st~dents i~ 




_these e~~rcis~s c'an : :l~ays, :~e · rn~di_~- s~ 
can expe~ience a degree .of success.~h~s goai can' be achi~ved --· 
. --- . 
. . . ---------------- ' .. . . -----
--;...---------:- i'ri numerous ways.:-....:---~ -· ~-- . 
. . ' •. --~--------------- ~ C!-t- •• &~--- ---~ , • I , 1. small _T~~.r - oral and inv=-\,.-:;1;:-<;1 
_________ ----;~ . . . 
~------- . 2. · homewo · · nments - _individual, as ·well · 




. . . _. _________ _ 
3. oral and wri~ten .. -pres-e.ntations - both in 
. _the- group-and to the cl·ast, 
., -
-------- . ' --
- -' ·------ 4. class discussion based upon small: group 
. i 
study and discussion. 
Recognizing ou:r; provinc'e' s rich dialect, this moduie 
l ' 
presumes that 'to negate the student's native nonstandard 
EngJlish ~the Newfoundland ·dialect) will very seriously· damage · 
• 
his language learning. Thus, the teacher is implicitly bound 1 
-4 •' 
.. to respect 'the . student's native lan·guage, while still ' . 
r~cognizing . that Standard Englisli is a second language which 
. . will help the 'stud~nt to · function more fully in his social 





















' ' . . ; -1 
.· 
. . · 
' . . . 
The· teacher of this mO'dule,becbmes a "m~ddleman., 
:between the ·p~blic, who 'generally -believe ~hat there is a 





linguists, who_aJ;>proach language .as innately ampiguous, for 
. . 
: language users s_hould expect to be ·misunderstood, rather 
than understood. 
. . 
The teaching of lan,guage in this· module !e<?qgnizes 
·' 





~---; 3. increasing communi~ati~e need·,. 
; . .. _ 4 ••. increasing ,effectiveness {n communication. · 
. \ 
\ . ~-- :_,_________ . . 
~Qr~OVer , .. ·language StUdy 1 thrOU~h StUde~t· reSpOnSe tO literature, . 
: · · helps the student -discover relationships between literat~re and 
' ' ,·, . . . ~ 
. · 
\ 
·life, a~d between experiences in .literature and soirnr'of his own 
expe.riences · or 'obs~:t;·:~~.ations . .. Close examination of the two 
.. · . 
~ . . . 
major essays .... in this module·, bo:th · formally and ~nformally ,~ 
. . . . . 
througn group ~iscussion· and .written responses will ·provide 
the teacher and student~ with three basic learning strategies: 
' . 
• .. 
1. to involve students in open, informal talking 
pefore and after their reading -- feedback 
will provide - ~he student with'both motivation 
and ranguage growth. 
2. ·.to leave students with skills of judging what 
they have read --. ski·lls developed through 
performance, which ought to be oral and 
informal, before they are written and formal~ 
... . 
\ . 
. 3·. to help stud~~t~ read between -the ·lines ·and 
beneat~ the surfac~ levels of meaning -- ~uch 
. Jlelp requ"ires scholarship, on the p'art of the 
teacher, along with the. art of asking 
appropriate questions. 
\ 
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•'·!'• 
o ,'. I · , 
' . ,_ 
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Performance Objectives ·for. the Module 
The importance of behavioral obj ectiy~·s cannot be 
, . . .. 
----- · ... ··-,. 
~· •• :~- ••. • . ·. ~ t 
.. ,:_ · 
.. : .. 
~. · .. ·;.·. 




taken lig~tly by th~ teacher, for b~ .s~tting th~se objective-s, . .. :_ \ . 
. . l . ~. . . . . ·, j • 
· clear statemehts ar,e 'made as to what c:rug.ht ·to happen· ·in the · .. .. · · · \ · ..... :i·. 
· · c_la~sroom,·· and how it can be made to~ ~app~n. \. TW~·- und~rly~~9-~ : · · ·_ ... · .· s j. 
assumptic;ms ar~ Il\ade· about th~ · s~ud~·nt' ~ s~i~'l· ~cqui"sition: . · · ··:· ·:'.·. L; 
•. 
. r . . . . . . . 
'1. As th~ student · uses hi.s pr~sent. Skill!3 ,. 
'· · he creates a need to .develop new. skili.s . 
I • ' " , ' 
2.. ~s the stud~nt sear~hes f~~· t:hes~ ~-~~~ - .. ~ .'• 
skills, he s·trengthens and refines · his .. -·· .. 
. exis~in9 one.s. . . · ' . ·· ) · · · · : · .. :._ . .. 
. ' ' . ' 
.Thus, the cycle _of stud~nt skil'l. acquisi tioh rn~y ·be .represented ·. · · 
. ' .. . ~ . - .. ,_· . . . . . . . . . ·-· •, ·~. ·. 




I have·these , , _  _ 
. . 






, · . 
, ·,.· ':. 
. : . . 
/ , 
. \ 
\ • ' - J 
\ . 4 li need these .. new skills. 
skin~. · -; , ··. · .l : ~-· · 
\
. / -i . .. ·. 3 ~~ant. ·to :do something .. 
. / .. ':...:/. :· . • • . i? ,. · 
. . ~ . . : . . :.· . . : _· .' .. ne~. ·;· . ·.. · . . ... 
·. ·.··. 2 · I , · ca~· · d~ · th~·s· b , ·. ~. · · · ~·. 
. ' · with th·ern.· : · · 
. . . ' 
.. 
. . . .. · . 
.. . . ·. (Judy, p· • . 4~-~ · .. · · 
I, 
t). , , 
The b'ehayioral'objectives · for ~his uri'it have ·: been wrl~te~ 
,, -! • • 0 •• . ' : • .' • • • -::• , •, . ' •• ~.' • : · ~, 0 , : ,..,. • ,: I ' ·-' : '. ; • .. I •' • 
· w'i th this . model 'in _. mi_:qd~ . Te~~hers _are 'as~ed· . tq -~eep ·in ··mind 
. fii),.·., .. · . .· ' . . . . . -· : · . . . .•. . . . 
that : behavioral obj'ecti ves J:Sy . their ver'y 'natur-e . are. matters 
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., . . 
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.·of choice and. _are val,ue'· judgment-s. . :-Therefote,·-ti)ese ~ · .... ·. : 
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' . . . 
''dii, . ," . •'· ' 
\ 
-~L-- ..... . ·- · 
.. 
. - ~~. . 
instructional objec:tive~, . if · th~y are to be successful in 
' ' 
implementing the Il)~dul,e, ··sho_uld be constantly ' vi~·wed, 
. . . I . 
evaiuated, .modi~ied, . and improved.. As experts . in t~he ar~a 
of cons'tructing behavior~ objectives have already 
. To have critical /comments made about 
one's objectives should be taken as 
a compliment, since criticism can 
· only be made when one has ?given · the 
thought and taken· the .time to write 
the objectives down.l 
observed: 
. This developer, too, . welcomes critic ism that wi..ll lead ·to 
. ·the more effe'cti ve use of the module ~or the. studE;mts who are 
· expo~ed to -.~t-. · Ideally, . selectively chosen· performance 
~ obje~tive's :may diminish the ' numbers' of defeated students. 
-~ 
·those students who hate school because for them · it repiesenbi .. . , 
\ 
' 
fai'lure after failure. 
. ' -/ i:. . . t 
There are th~ee .. basic components of a . performane!e 
-- - .. ·.·· . . . 
.. 
• . 
. ·1. · the . goal' you identify that you wish your. 
_..) student to attain . 0 ' 
The performance objective itself . ;{~~- - · ·. 
'!··.6. ' . .. . . 
i ' ' ''i) .. 
. 2. 
~3 ~ the enabli:pg objectives ~hich will. accomplish ' 
your·perforrnance objective, and thus your goaa . l' 
. i 
•. 
' ~ . . 
i . i . 
\ ' 
' i. F ,: t 
;. • . 








The · performa~ce objectives which...,.-follow shall- reflect' this 
foirnato 
" . . I . 
· pe~tafn to the p7rformance objective~ . :tha't ~re iden(ffi.ed 
Reference will be made to those e~rcises which 
. . . ~ . 
in 'the following chart: 
. 1 . --
• Jc;>hn' C. J?~lana·gan, Robert F: Mager, and William M. -Shanner. 
Behavi'or~l Objectives: ·A Guid·e to Individualizing • _ .. _~_ .. ___ ·· 
Learning-Language Arts, p. viii (Prefac~). 
. ' 
' .. 
' ' · . . 
-.-. 
7 , · - -· ..• - • : . 
• . • . •• d 
-1 • •• 
, . 'f.r 





f.!l, . .-~ t ~ ··p 





. .• . 
I. · 'Ihe sttrlent disc::oVers 
that l.anguige is _ 
.. - O?IlStantly changing 
in various- ways and 
. through varioUS" 
influenceS; this . ' : ... 
change . is IX>rmal_. -
J. 
II. 'The stu~t sl:x:Ms 
· (a) various ways 
that people give 
meanings to .-...ords 
and, . 
(b) that dictionaries 
are a source of 
infonnation about 
. the meanings, and 
Changes in 
J.neani.ngs, of -w:::>rds. 
.._., . ~. :-. 
------0-'--·-- -- . - -- '7 ____ _ 
.. 
·Performance Objectives for tAe Module 
. Ferfo:rmance 
Cbjectives 
A. 'Ihe student disrovers ·that -.. 
language cljmge . is · genei;al.ly 
related to particular · 
in£luf¥nces, anc;I he g~ves . 
examples that ~llustrate · e. 
than. 
'• 
B. . The student reO:;gnizes that · 
charige is inevitable and 
initiated by the speakers 
of. the language for which 
it is written. 
-: 
.. 
A •. -- After examining woids in · · 
different· oontexts, the 
student explains, orally .o · " .. 
aOOjor ·in writing,· _that . 
people give· _mearting(s) . .. 
to words and that sorre . 
of these m:anings can be · · 




1. 1he student 
denonstrates, by 
giving exartpleS 1 
· that the language 




2. '!be student s!Dws, 
by giving exanples, 
that words expand 
meaning through the 




· .- -graduation. 
"1. 'lhe student cmoses 
the proper response 
once he has irrp::>sed 
· , a rreaning to· the 
· · given .sentences. 
2. ~ studeht identifies 
the IXJSSible rreanings 
"of new -w:::>rds, phrases,· 
and' constructions· to · 
describe and 
. cx:.rmimic'ate new 
experiences ·ana. · 
changes in the-world 
we_ live in. 
., 
EXercise· # • s 
itl, #6 1 #7 1 . 





#2, #3, #4, . 
#51 #9 1 #10 I : 
Ul, #12, 
#13, _ #16 










~- .. . .. 
. -
III. The student 
makes accurate 







needs or hears. 
I IV. . The student 
investigates and 
appreciates bo:th 
the richness and 
diversity of 
Canadian ·English, 
as well as his own 
unique cxmtribution 












In given lit~rary works, 
the · student separates 
the issue at hand ·from 
the writer's feelings · 
about the issue and 
discuss'es, then writes, 
. explanatory statem"ents 
about the issue. 
The student states -in 
his own ·words the works· 
controlling idea and 
. some of its supporting 
arguments. 
C. The student evaluates 
the validity of -the 
message in these works 
. in terms of personal 
expertise.· 
A. The student discovers, 
thro~gh a selective _ 
examination of the Student 
Edition of the Dict~onar¥ 
· .of canadianisms, and the · 
Dict~onary of Newfoundland 
-_English, that there is such 
·.p.n entity as Canadian Erqlish 
.to: ·which ·both New~ound- _ · 
·landers . and Labraaoi:ians • 
·have:.coritd.buted ,- g:teat:Ly. •· 
1. After reading 
essays in whj.ch 
the authors make 
evident their 
convictions about 
an issue, the ~ 
student d.;i.scusses · l 
and writes about 
bow he/she f~els 
about the. issue 
. ..... .. .. and the authors. 
1. 
:I 
I . . 
The unique h i story 
of canadian Engl i sh 
reflects for · the 
student the 
historical develop-
ment o f his own 
country as well as 
regional contri-
butions 'to his 
. native Engl_.ish~ 
Exercise .#'s 
















V. The . student can 
critically 
examine ·and be · 
aware of the 
information 





_ .. --·· 
' . 
A. · . The student disco\7ers 
through working at a 
nwnber of developme.ntal • · 
exercises the intricacies 
. of a Dictiopary. 
B. · The student recognizes · 
that the Dictionary is _. 
very carefully structured ·. 
for specifiq purposes. 

















EKerci5e # • s 
u7, #ls, 
#1.9, # 20, 






































t' ' .,. 






















1 . . If a word increases in area of meaning s ~ general. 
2. If a · word 'decreases ,n meaning g > s. 
B. Deg;radation 
1.' . , The process by which a wd rd acquires a negative 
connotation; e.g.~ "silly" up to ~150 a ·· speaker of Old 
· English 'would · be complimented, for the wokd on/e meant .., 
. . II' I. "bles~.ed". , Thus, the meaning has grown m~re tlnfavorable. 
' . C. Pejoratiori 
1. This 'is. the process opposite to degradation by which 
a word moves from an unfavorable meaning to a favorable one, 
.e.g., "n;ice11 once meant "foolish" (1560), but by 1769 i t 
meant "attractive or agreeable". This process is called 
elevation. 
D. Euphemism 
1. It ' is the use of a term for some other term considered · 
i'!'polite, shocking, crude, or harsh, e.g., as a substi'tut'7 for 
11
.death 11 ·, we instead use ' 11passing away", '"departing", · "going to 
one's rewar~". 
2. Indicate euphemisms for the following: underwear, · 
bathroom or toilet, insane, ~nd'-ertaker • 







3. Euphemism · presents a problem for the lexi.cographei, 
for he must try to record euphemistic uses of a word while 
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Introductory Exercise 
Directions: With reference to the previous OVERHEAD, 
f • . 







, 6. crafty 
7. c:ounterfeit 





-11. sly. I 










to scatter seeds 
1 . . 1 i p a~n, s1.mp e, · , 






. . . \ 





wise 1 skillful 
a tent · 



















' ' . 
.. 
,, 
' ' ! 
"'' ~# ·-~ 1' 
..... . 








































. . ,. 
··. 
,. 
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1 ; : 
f . 
. ' ·· ' 
• 4.1 ~ . 




, • , 
. : . . 
' ,.· 
~ __ ..... _.,--·· 
. Exercise #1 . 
A. Greek Rqots 
.. 
, · 




Directions:· List five modern: English .,ord·s that are derived 
from each of . these Greek words. 
L · baptein· ;.. dip 
2. graphein .- write 
I 
3. plassein -· mould · · 
I ,'o • ' 
4·. idios · - pE!Cul.iar to oneset.f · . r . 
s ; . rnikros - small ' 
6.. . themos ...: hot 
7. · bios - life 
8 • khronos - time 
9. kosmos - order. 
10. krisis ~ · judgment 
1~. pous, pbdos - food . 
12. tekhne - art 
·.·/-
·, 
·, ..... -· • 
'f( .. .• . . . 
. . . . ~ 
I 0 :, ' 











. ·. ), .. : . ·. 
. ' . ·.:· •· 
.... . ' 
. . . . : . 
.· ' 
.· 
. , • ·. 
'\ 





. . '', 
. \ i 
... 
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·' 
'; j Exercise #1 
B. Latin Roots 
Directions: List five rnc:lcfern English words that are derived 
---- . 
~ ... 






": . --· 
.. 
from each of these Latin ·words. 
1. ~-, amatus - lqve 
2. dico, dictus - say 
3. duco, ductus - lead 
4. frango·, · fractus - break. 
5. scribe, scriptus - write 
· 6. tendo, tensus ·- stretch 
8. ~' mortis - - death 
9. muto, mutatus - change 
10. nasc'i, nascio - b~- born 
I 
.11. norma - rule 





... .. . -- •· 
1 ' ,I 
I . 







~ -~· ... :·"·--- ...... . 
' , .. · 
,• 
·.i j 










c. Old English Roots 
Directions: With the help of your dictionary, from each of 
these Old English' root~words · identify three modern ·English 
\ 
words derived from it. 
1. bitan - to bite or hold .between the teeth 
2. · blowan to · blossom or bloom · 
· 8. witan ··- to know . 
. . .. 
9. wedd - a pledge . 

































! .. Exercise #2 
' , 
Common: Prefixes .and Derived Words 
Directions: For each of the following prefixes, provide 
three Modern English - ~o·rds derived from these prefil<es where 
possible. One derived word is given for each. Then, · select 














Meaning Derived Words 
to ~dhere · 
both, around ambiguous 
coming b~fore . ·antecedent 
counter, opposite, ·antithesis 
instead · · · 
chief,· principal/·· archbishop 
high 
self 
by, f. round, l 
about, near · . 






c ire umference .. , . 
· J. 0. co- ,· col- , 
com-, · con-
with, together coexist, collect, 










rid of 1 remove 









! .. ··' 
•:•' 
.. ' :: · 
. · ~ 
.. : :_: 
j '::. 
" 
' - .. 1~. : 
' . ~. ' . 
1· ·~' 
•' 
'· ' :. 
. . ', :' ,· ··',;:·· 






di~ .. ·1:6 .• 
17. dis- ; , 
1' 
18, du..: ,. 
• 
'!9. en- 1 em..-
20.- ·epi-
' . 21. : . e~-
22. extra.:. 
.23: . fore~ 
24. · hyper- · 
25~ hypo-





29. mal.:.. · 
30. micr o-
•r:·-



















·not, apart .from, 
·. opposite . 
.-. ·~-.--·----.----..:..~- ·--~- . : ... 
. .. 
. ~-
·.· " .3.2 ' 
. : ·Derived Words · 
demi-tasse 
aio.X::Lae· · ·.. .. -
. . ' 
.• dl scomfort' .. .. ' .. 
.. .. Jl> ,, •• ; 
·t.wo . 
_; .. : '. : .. 
'_ .· ~-: : .. ·- que.t . 
' .... . 
pu't into, · ·. 
maRa into··. 






· ·o ·-qtside, out · 
. ' 
. outside , :outside 
th~ scope of : .. 
. . 
over; beyond 
l:¥ing: under : 
want , lack; 




· . . . 
~n-slave·; .: ~nlbrace· ·. · : 
-. -.;_' . ~ . . 
. ' 
. ·. ~ 
. • ' I . ,, 
' . . . - . ~ . ' 
:_·.·exclude· ·. -< '!.- ·. :. · .' · 
. . . . . I . • . 








. . .. - n · 
~nte:r;:-pose 
situated inside · · i 

















~ - -·--· -· -·-- ... 
:•' .. ·. 
,·_ . 
. . -- \ 




-: _: ·. r 









· ,, ' 
.. .. . ' . 














3.5 ;• neo- ... 
36 •. . non-. 
. 
37. pan~ 
. . ,38 • . poly~ 
- ·-· 
.. 
---:-- - - - ---·--. ~· . ... : . . • 
. 
Meaning 




or· affecting all 
' . "· 
.mariy 
33 
: . :, . J . 
· t,~r1ved . Words . 
-f 













. 4 2 :. pseudo::-
. 43. · ·re-
·44. retro-
·c 
45 • .. semi- . 
46. step-
. ~ 






• : • I .~ ( 
'. ' 












: f.~lseh6od, Lie · ... . : 
. • , I 
anew, again 
pseudonym 
tr" · r·ech~rge p 
backwards, back, . · retrogress 
situated behi nd 
half, partly 
\ . 
used .l.n terms 
of relationship, 
. connoting that 
the respective 
degree of ~ffinity 
is not a natural 
one, but caused by 
remarriage of a 
.parent 
under, below 
C?Ver ~ above 











.- . - -
... 
r ·~ ' • • • 
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. . . ·~·· . 
.· , . 
, . 
I ,• ' 
I .. . ·: . ·. 
r. : . 
· ... · .. 
f . 
.,.1 •• • 
. . . . 
. . ·: .. ,., .. -
:; 
· .. ·  ' · 
. ,· 
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. ' · 
_,, , 
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., . 
' .- . , 
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. . ·Exercise 13 
Co~on Roots (Latin Roots, Greek Roots, and 





Please remember that a grammatical ·word is. made up of. the. 










· STEM - . Root 1:1- Thematic Vowel 
Grammatical Word = . Root + Thematic Vowe~ . 
+ Inflectional Suffix (Word Structure Analy.s.is) 
' . 
• Note : . Th~ devel~per of this ·module . a<?knowledges·· Dr .. Vit ' 
Bubenik's discussion of .this .topic· in · Section . 2.4-
· Analysis into Roots, Sterns, and Affixes, · An Introduction 
to the Study of Morphology, pp. 32-36. 
Directions: Given these common roots derived from Old English, 
. Latin, and Greek, and their meanings,· provide three words . from 
Mqdern English that have within them these roots ·where possib'!e·. 
i 
One derived word is given already for each. 
'1. 
2. 
: 3 • 
. 4 • . 
5. 
Q . 
·Ro.ot . ·Meaning 
acou, acu ·to hear 
" 
aero high, extremity 
aer air. 
ag, ig, act to do, to ·drive 
·agog 
, , .. . . 
' 
l eader · 
.'·' 
· ~ ·--. -·--# .,. ;- ; ,_ .. -:" . -: 
. .. ' 
·t 








f • • ~ • 
.. : ': .. 






I • · 
I 
\ 
. ·' ' 
·, . 
. ' 





. · .. 
. . . ,· .. 
··· . 
. . · 




• )! . 
,, . I 
.. 
· .... 
.. ~· . 
.. 
· . . . 
. ' 
. .. ' 
• : . 
. . . 
: '• 
.'' 
.· .. ; .. 
I 
.. ' . 





a. alt · 
9. anima:· 
t . 10. 
-
aster, astr 
. . .. 
.. 11. audi 
12.- aug 
. . 13 • ban 




. is~ . beck 
16. bibli 
· 17 ~ bid, bead 










,. 27 ; byss, by.th 
28. cad-, cid, 
cas 










to proclaim, · 
to banish· 
to go; 'to walk 
sign 
book 
to a.sk, · to pray. 
' life 
white ; pale 

























becko·n · . 

























·. ' ( 
. .. . ~ 
... : 
·• 














30. calcul pebble 
31. earner chamber 
. / . 
32. can, cyn 1 dog 




white, glowing I ' •• 
35. cant · song 
36. cap, cfp, to takE;! 
.cept, ceive 





39. . caust, · ·to burn 
ciaut 
4Q. cav hol.low 
' r 
41. cayal ·. hOJ;"Se 
4~.· · cede, 'ceed, to go, to yiel~ 
cess 
4 3. celer fast 
44. centr center 
45. cern, cert to perceive, 
to make certain 
46. cinct to bind 
4 7. -cide , cis. to kill , to cut 
48 • . clam,, claim · to shout 
49. cleav· to stick, to split 
so. cler , ·, ·lot, :portion 
\ 
51. coat 




·. ·. 37 . . : .. . 
: ... "~).~ : 
.. . : ·.~ -~;·:~~-:·· 








. : .. ·capsule 
- ~ecapi tate 
holocaust ··. · 
excavate 





















• • • 0 
I •'. 









. ' . 
\ ·~ 
·· .. 








.. ' •, 





R6ot ·Meanin2 . Derived Words 
, . 
. •' , 52. corn-, .co-, ·wit I toge_ther, compress 
col- , con~, inte sive 
cor-
53. co pi .\ copy 
p4. co ron , crown coronation 
~-
55 ~ universr, · harmony cosmonaut . " .• cosrn 
56. -crat, crac to rule\ democrat j· I 
I 
l 57. cresc, to grow I increase crease, , I - • ~ • .z... • · - - · 
cret, C~U ; {J 
1: ! ·.· .. 58. cri t9 judge crisis 
\ . .. ,. 
59. ··crimin · change ; . crime . . incr imina te;1 ' i . . i . 
·'. 
.! 
60. ·cruc cross crus~de . !. " I . ' I 
-
.. ' i 
' 
. i 
... , ·.~· ... 61 .• . ere · to believe · ·-credit · j . 't 
'62. crimin . . ·charge, c.rirne 'incriminate 
63. curs to run . current 
' ·' 
. 64 •. damn loss ' condemn 
' ' 
.• 65~ . del ·to . destroy indelible 
.•. 
66. demo people epidemic 
67. dis-, di-, away, negative differ 
dif-
68. dol . grief condolence 
. 69. dornin . master domineer 
.. 
70. ' do~, dot to giv~ antidote 
71. due to ~ead duchess 
: 72. dyn ; .dynam powe·r dynasty 
\ . . 
73. e r r to wa11der error \ 
\ 
I : ~ \ ' 
\ ' t ~ • . . 











97. magn- great 
; 
98. mere to trade , 
99. migra to -wander 
100. minister to serve 
101.. mit, miss. to send . 
102. mov, mot, to move 
mob 
103. noc, .nox ~ight I 
104. nov new 
'') 105. nub, nupt to · marry 
... 
·'· 
\ 106. · onym, . onoma . name , , 
'107. ' opt to choose 
!' 108 •· own to have · 
·; 10.9. Pac equal, to prepare ! 
. 110. path feeling, suffering, 
disease 
111. · petit to seek, small, · 
little 
: 
112 • . pel·, pu1s to push 
113. pon, pos to place, to put · 
114. propr one's own 
115. quest, to ask, to seek 
qui r, quia 
116. ras, rad to .scrape • f 
117. rect to rule, straight; 
right 

























































119. sequ, sec to follow 
.. . 
120. .. simi! like 
121. solv , · solu to free 
122. sort· ·· lot, chance 
spic ( 123 . . spec, to look• 
124. sper to hope . 
125. spir breath, life, a coil · 
1~6. ten·, tin, to hold 
tain 
127. tele- froJU .afar ., 
128. te~pt to .try ·' 
. o , 
.. 
,. 
129. ~end, tens, to stretch · 
tent : J ·.r 
130. . termin, end, limit 
· term 
131. therm heat 
·132. thes, thet to place·, to put 
133. tract to drag, to draw. 
134. trem; trom to shake· 
135. turb to agitate 
,·/· 
,136 .• : ultim last 
137. vert, vers to turn ~ -~. I 
.. 
138. vel veil, covering 
139. ven to come 
. 140. .' vine, viet \ c,onqueror 
tf'. 






=~ • . 
. ."f. berivea Words· · :l~ . 
·'.' \! 
· · persecute 
' . 
'jJ·,'· 
· · as_similate 























.. , • 
. ' . 
lo o' I ' 
' " , • ' 




! , , · , . . •, 
I . ; , 
: . . ' ·: I 
I . 
.I : ' 
!' :· · .. : ·'' 
~ . ; 
. ·, ·· . 
, , , r 
'' ·. 












' ... , 
~~ -~ .: 
. I 
.· ~ .. 
Root Meaning 
.. 142. · vuls to tug 
143. ward-. to protect . . 
' f 
144. warf to turn 
1_45. worth value . 




. . \ 
. . . 
.·. 
' '. 
. · .. 
.. 
. . 
. .. , 
.  
. ·, . 
. . "'~i.· . 
Derived Words 
corivulsioQ 
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Exercise #4 · 
' . Prefixes ·and Suffixes Used To Form New Words 
Definition: By adding particular prefixes and suffixes to a 
word, we can change both the meaning of the original word . 
and also change its function (part of 'speech) • 
. . :
Examples: 
1. play + -ful + suffix -ness = playfulness 
2. p;I,ay + prefix re- = replay 
3. play + pre.fix o"-er- :::: overplay 
4. word · + -y + suffix wordiness · .. . -ness = ' 
5~ prefix un-reason~able-ly = unr~asonably · (boe sure too·drop the "e") 
Directions : From each of the .given word~ below form the new 
Prefix .Word (Root) Suffix 
1: . ·. migr ate -ibn ~Ill\ 
.. 
2 •. . ir- respect -ive 
3. im- move - able 
4. pre- 1;egi ster ~ -ation 
5. neo- classic ...al 
. 6. mis- r appropriate -ion 
.. 
\ 







I ' ' I 
., 
. 
\ • ' ' : 
• 0 
... 













.... :·- · 
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·7' "- p 
















' t . 
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. ' . ~ 
i i 
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.... Exercise #5 
Common Suffixes and Derived·. Words · 
D±rections:· Given the.following groups of suffixes, provide 
three.Modern English words by C?rnbining the suffix with an · 
appropriate stem or root. One derived word is given already 
for each. 
Note: The developer once again acknowledges gratefully 
Dr. Bubenik •·s di~cussion of this topi'c in Section 9. 3-~ 2 
, .. 
Suffixation, Ari Introduction to the Study of Morpl)ology, 
pp~ 183-1~6, especially the no.tio·~ ~f \su?~'at~g~rizing 
suffixes _based oh a· grammatical category. 
Suffix Meaning 
. . ,.. 
Derived words 
Category A: Suffixes deriving adjectives · 




2. -al relating to musical 
3. -an person who Lutheran 
,, 
... , 
4. -ed provided ·with · wooded 
5. -ese one belonging to a Chi nese 
place 
6. -fold,. time's much . manifold as or 
·many 
7. -ful fuli ' of cheerful 
"".,. 
. . ·-c: • • 
.8 0 · -ian pertaining to ca~adian 











·, . ,. 
' .. · 









12. . -ive 
13. .-less 
14. -like. 
1,5 •· -ly 
;16. -ous 
17. - .some 









Meaning Derived Wo'rds ·' 
·: 
' . 
the general practice, 











in .the fonn of . childlike · • 
~ · 
·characteristic of, . 
belonging to 
full of, of the nature, 
character or ·appearance 
of · 
like, characterized by, 
apt to 
made up of 
direction toward 











Suffixes deriving verbs / . 
change of state .darken 
subject to equalize 
process of satisfy . 
.., 
Category C: Suffi xes deriving adverbs 0 
1. -ly recurring every daily .. 
2. -ward, direction toward inward 
-wards 
























·~ • i 




. ;:. )··: .:· 
. i= 
' . 
• . 1'• ' 
• i 
.. .. . . 
,-




i . . 
i .· 
..J 
. - ' ~ 
· · ··- .··-,--;----
. · 
.. . 
, ' suffix Meaning 
Category D: Abstract and Collec'tive· Nouns 
. & 3~ i .. -age - ~~-Q 
-
-· 
.•. · 2'!· -al 
3:~ -ance, 
-ence 
.. ·: 4. .-a.ncy, 
·t ·""- · · ... ··- · · · ·- ---~ncy 
condition, state,· . •. 
Brank, 6ff~ce of 
act·, fact' of 
state, act, fact or . 
state or quality 'qf 














5'. ' -:-~tion condition of · · · · .• mqdification 
:_.,. 
, · .. 
~ 
~ 
·· - · -. ..... "1·-- :·-. 4 :·• • • 









-10 •. -ism 
"· 
. . . 
state . 
jurisdicti.on, state; 
statute · · 
state;· rank~·- order, . 
cond~tion, ~"'character 
. :.;'jl ,_~ 
th~ general p~cti~e, 
a~tivity, act;-or the 
like· of 
a real or p~eudg­
principle . · 
state., quality, 
condi t ·ion of 
act of fact of . 
'13·;-----:-·-...ness----- · -~state . ., . .:..condi·t i on-,· 
· · .~ ·quality of .. 
14 • . -ery, -ry 
15-. -ship 
C> 
. · '· 
.· .... 
' . .' 
~ • 0 • • 
~ 
\ .... 
.•. things taken · 
.. collectively . 
-:;.' 
state, 'condition 
•' - ~ 
·. 










a ;_;-angernent · 
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Suffix Meaning Derived Words 
·/ Cate~ory- E: · Suff·ixes· deriving Nouris .o 
Type1: Personal and Concrete Non-Personal Nouns 
l ~ ..;ee ·one to whom referee 
"' 2. -eer one ·who .· . profiteer 






w~ th what the 3P·S s · 
denotes / ' 
q 
den·oting female agent 
. one conne...cted wit_h . 
on~-belonging to a 
ce_rtain place~- · . 
·.one who 
' · . "~-
. ·, t' _:~ . . Type 2: D~m1nu 1 ves·• · . · 
2. -ie, -y 
3. · -kin; -i~in 
· .4. -le-t·· 
\ 
·5.. . -ling 
. · .· 
short, small, tiny 
shortened or 
endearingly modified 
form of a name 
diminutive or . 
-en~earing force 




' , . 
gan~ster ·· 
..... 
•• :f. • • 
· .---<;.. :tc-1 tcpenette 
Annie, · c;leary 
manikin 
drc;>plet 
I . . ' 
.- gruntl1ng 
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Latin Words in the English-Dictionary 
Directions: Identify the Latin root for each,of these Latin 
. ~ 
words, and give -both its . original m~aning as it was used - ~p 
, I .. " • ' 
~ ' ~ . 
Latin, and its present mean1ng. · Use yo·ur Gagt;! dictionary•; 
' however, you may. -have to consult · ci:n unabridged dictionary 
.. refer to Skeat's EtYmological D:i,'ct.:(onary of · the Engli,sh 
... . 
• Language. 
, .. .  
1. advocator . 
.... 
. . ' 
17 • · incog~~ to · 
. 2. 
.alibi r: . 1.8. insulator 
3. · alias 1.9. inferior 
4. apparatus 20. interest 
5. arbitrator 21. janitor 
. 
6. ardor 22 • liquor 
7 •. . l;>enefactor 
-2 3. maximum 
8. calculator 24. minimum 
·' · 
. ··.,· 
·g • competitor ·2s; -· motor 
~ 
10. complex 
- ---~------------~---·------- . -~- -·-- ---... -
11. contractor 
·' :d. curriculum 
14 • ·December . 
15 ·~ ·dictator 
l6 '. elevator 
.... 
·. o{ 
.. · . 
27. prior 
------- - -- ---- 2-8: ' ratio 
2 9 ~ · . ·referendum 
·30. rumor 
31. . spectate~ . 
32 ~ . status . · 
; : "'":1"'• ' :.'. '·. ·, 
. ' 
. • 
. . ... 
•• ·~ r 
. ~- .. ---: ..... . 
·,··, . 
. ,f 
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Exercise #7 . 
.. 
French Words in the English Dictionary 
•' 
· oirections: Identify the rneani~g of each·of these French 
. . 
. words or phras.es using your Gage dictio.nary, or i~ 'necessary, · 
an unabridged P,ictionary • li.ke Webster's III. 
~-
1. . ... . v~s-a-v.~s 
,2 • . maladroit__::_. -> -· 







8 • . gauche 
"' 9. coup d'etat 
10. clairvoyance 
:. r 
. I > • 
.. 
' .• 
, " 11. emigre 
' . 
. . 12.--- carte bianch~- ---- - .. - - ~---'· -· - - -~-~~--· .. . :. 
13. ·pi-~ce de· re~_~stance · · · · 
14. 









' . .. 
' I ' 
. . .. I . 
' :.· 
·'. ---· --------~----- - -· ---






























Definition: Many· English words have- been borrowed ~rom other 
languages, i.e., Latin, Greek, French,: Italian, -German, . 
Scandinavian, etc. 
Directions: . Iden~ify .the: country from which· each of the 
underlined words in the passage below.· was borrowed. Did tlfe, 
\ ' 
·\ 
. 't ·- · ~- ... 











. -~-~~ . \ 
. ' 
one_ cir more other languag_es? If so, . ·fr.o~ _whatlanguage,(s)? · 
,. 
· ' Students are asked t9 use Skeat's . Etymological Dictionary to · ·· 
: . 'x .. 
. ,. compl~te this exercise. .. 
Passage:· (from ·stephen Crane's; The Red Badge of Courage) 
. The[cotc] passed r_eluctan~ly,.from the ·earth, and 
. . . ~ -
retiring l£ogsl z:evealed an . army stretched out on ·the h_~lls, 
. . .. : 
resting. -As -the landscape changed from \, brown to green, the-
army awakened and began ' ~o tremble with eagerness at th.e 
noise o·f:..~~ors • . It cast . i -ts eyes upon the roads:, which · wer~ _ 





' . ... 
.. ' 
fares. A rive~, a~er-tiuted . i~- the. ~h~dow of ·its banks:, ' ·: . ------·--------'--· 
the army's Cl feet, and ~t !nigh~,. when · the stream ha.d purled at 
. ' 
become · pf a sorrowful 
red,, eyelike gl~am ·of 
· of distant hills. 
. ' blackness, one could see ·ac·ross it the 
hosti.le: campfires! set ~ the low brows· 
Please note the words blocked- in the above passage are 
















. I .~ 





















Overused Words - Now Given Uniq'ue Meanings 
-. I . 
. Directions: Each of the .words lis.ted below are u·~d too 
often in trite ways. Your objective, now, is to use .each 
of these wo~ds in one way that is· different from their 
' . 
usual meanings. -- Be sure to consult your Gage dictionaries to 
determine a unique definition, or you·may have to go to an 








. I 6. awful ' 
dead 7. -grant 
~sharp B. nasty 
cute 9. brave 
nice 10 • . lovely 
Example: · terrible 
'oh., ~he ·:terrible beauty of the tornado 
as ' it struck ' the quiet town .on ' the 
Prairie. 
·, 
Note: Cite several examples from poetry - i.e. I Gerard' 
.. ' ~ 
'' 





. ' '\ ' • .. 
.. .. -- ---- ------ ·-- ---- _ __ .. ' __ .. -----------------·-· .. . ----------;--·-- ·-;- --- - ----.. 
Manley Hopkins, E.E. Cummings, T.S. Eliot. 
' ' 
····· 
·, . 0 
. ..---: 
' I 
' ' . / .. . ' 
' I / 
' ; ',.-~ ' : I o 
· ' . 
' ,. : I . . .. . . 0 






· Persoriali ty. Words · 
. ":.-
Directions: Apply one o~ the terms listed 'below to each of 
the following personality. descriptions. ·· Be sure to consult ·. 
your Gage dictionaries . 
. List: 
. . . . · .. \' . 
~- - . -.. -. :.-- .....:...;-.... ______ cr.eatiy.e.~----. _ __ ·:~,.-;---- - - -· cr.af.tsmanshl.p : ___ __ _ 
-4- ·-------- ·---·-· .. . . ... - ---- ·· ---- - -
---· -·-·-- ·.- -
.. 









. . ""' . 
... . . sparkling repartee . virtuoso 
.. 








. ·· ' 
.. ur.bane ·savant 
I I •, I ,' 
. . · 
integrity versatile 
Personality Description: 
1.· Able to function ·effectively in rna~ different jobs •. 
2. Able to accept life as it is and .. is also . able to 
recognize problern·s · and to find solutions that will work. 
3. Characterized by complete since~ity and honesty • 
' , .. · 
' . . · 
: ~ 
. .. . ! . 
..::__ _ __ _: ______ ._· ____ .1•: .. _ .~Y~E~on w~9 __ ~ ~ . ab! ~~ ~6 _ g_~!l.~:r.a ~~ .!!~~~ j.dea·s __ ~.!}~ · _ _t:g__· ____ -_._·_. _ __ -~- ____ .:_ __ : : 
_... · pioneer new advances. · 
: .. 
. I ~ 
,• : 
• i . 
.. , r' ' 
.. . . 
5. One who is sincerely· devoted. to the interests of other · . 
. people and is a person of princ:iple. 
6. Skilled at both using tact and conciliation to help 
peOJ?le get along with one another. 
~ 
. . . 
,·. 
' .. . -· .... - .. -· . . 
• > • ~: :' o ' ' I :·. 
., 
........ : . . 
'"- : 
t , • • 
. '( . 
i 






.. • , 
7. Shows deep feeling for.and a genuine appreciation -of 
the m~rtunes of ~hose less fortunate .than himself. 
B. A person who dresses with exceptional care and 
elegance .. 
9. Displays exceptional technical ability .. in some 
artistic area, such as Karen Kain in ballet. 
; . 
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Exercise # 11 
·.-
"Speech Situ~tions" 
Direction's: Select ' the most suitable word ' from the foflo-qing 
list to charact~rize each k~nd of speech described in e~ch 
of the following. "speech situations". Pleas((:!, refer to your 
Gage dictiona:r:ies. 
- ____ : ____ --List:------
_______ :____ __ __:__ - --
. . 
----- . ···- · 
(a). mumble 
.(b) harp ori 
(c) . gabble 
(d) prattle .. 
"S~eech Situations" : 
.. 
(e) bl:urt:;,o_ut . . . ·. 
(f) ··haran9ue 
(g) : expatiat~ 
(h) . appeal 
. . 'f 
1.· Mother ·Teresa · is able· to move a crowd profoundly with ·her 
reports of th~ ~ufferings of the people o~ Calcutta~ 
2. His complete knowledge _of the - cu~rent state of the 
provincial economy enabled him to offer to the ·public 
an in-depth analysis of Newfoundland's economy f~r, the · 
coming year. · · · 
.. 
3. As the young m~n was ·caught unaware, he gave the sec.ret: 
.. away, suddenly and -thoughtlessly-•. , - - ..... -
4. Our class presi dent spoke so incoherently and 
indistinctly that none of the class wa s able to 
understand . her. · · 
5 • . The politician has defeat~d his 'own purpose by tiresomely 
repeating ' the need to economize. 1 
6. The committee chairman ·.delivered both a . long and pompous 
speec:h while the large . gathering continued to b.e bored. 
, · ' 
. . 
- . - - -- -----






Shifting for ·no apparent reason from· one subject . to · 





Because . th~ brpadcaster Is deli very was both rapid and 
incoherent, it reminded me of a 'cackling .hen,· 
, 
' • 
. . . ~ 
'. ' 
I ' \. f' 
.. _-·-·- ---- ____ ,_ - · ·--"---- - --
..: \ -~:------ ------ . :.. • ' \ . . . '. 
.\ . - - --\---'. 
---- - ··-.... --
· --- • ••. : --- .. : • • · ·.·:· l - - ~: ____ ····---~-· _ ..:..___,- •. ~ 
. ' 






~' '' I • 
· ' 0 . 
· ,,- . 
. . . 
,:tY" ' 
. • ' 
.. • , • 
' ' . 







. ,., ·: 
, ; 
' . 
·. 1 ·. ,·_. : 
::·. 
' . : 
~. · . 
-·-- · ~ ---~ ____ .:.., ____ ...:...,_ 
- .-----:--r- -------- ---
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Exercise #12 
.-· 
Semantic Clues ·r 
Directions: Select the word or phrase ; that _best expresses 
the meaning of the word ~s) · underlined. Be. sure to consui t 
.... · 
your Gage dictionaries. 
. . 
1.' If a teacher ·is· an enthusiastic amateur musician; the 
teacher's avocation is (a) teaching, · (b) mu.sic, 




- - · ... 
____ _____ -:_ , 2-~- An_individua1wi.tfi:-:-aii~:e-£!~rve5Cent . ~ i;>eis-onalitY..-is - · ... . . ---~-~·- ::.=-:-:-_--- --­
(a) both dul.l and' boring, (b) bursting with life, · · 
. · . (c) eg·9centric, (d) genuinely inte.rested in others . .. 
. ; 
'3; ·A p.erson who ass~e~ ,;_divers responsibili ti~s " (~ ) :.:i:s a 
professional diver'· (b) performs a number -of dif:f'erent 
jobs, · (c) .works very little, (d) has to be diversified . . 
. I 
4. If you· are averse to hard work~ you are (a) lazy, · 
(b) dlligen~ (c) a te~cher, _ (d) competent. · 
5. To be subversive is ·to s)low (a) that you are 'unconcerned, 
(b) that you have a strong sense of responsibility, . 
6. 
7. 
(c) that you are an expert, (d) that you lac~ allegi~nc~, 
A custo.m that is obs.olescent (a) rio longer is ·practised, . . 
· (b) does not serve a useful purpose, . (.c) . is practised 
only by senior citizens, (d) is of a foreign origin. 
p. · person .who. is venturesome (a) is fearful of taki ng 
chances, (b) experJ.ences many adv~ntures, (c) is always 
willing to take chances, (d) is i11volved in arguments-
_____ a_. _ _:__An ___ aCJent _ provacateur (aL.does. not. get paid for pis .. · ... _. 
. l?ervJ. ces, (b) is a businessman, (c) works for the . 
· fede:r:al government, (d) provokes trouble. 
9 • . 
10. 
A person who is 0 VOcif~ro.us mig.ht well q,_e advised t~ 
(~) ·immediately pay. hls debts, (b) worl<{J harde·r, (c) 
more quickly, ,Cd) restrain ~is/her emotions. · . 
· To refer to people as parvenus· suggests 'that they · 
tal~ ... 
(a) require financial help, (b) are very generous people, _ 
(c) possess more money than they do social graces, · 
_(d) have little or no education. · 
11 
""- ' 






















: Semantic Clues II .. ·. 
DirectJions: In each of the following sentences, select the 
word or phrases . that best expresses the meaning of the word 
.·. ' 
. 
underlined. Once again ·, rely on your Gage dictionaries • . 
··J : " . ' . 
L A person woul.d be called a firebrand if he were (a) ; to 
start a fire, (b) to put out: a fire, (c) to be emotional.ly 
. involved, .(d) tb arouse other people to ang:er and strife. · 
- .. #__,. 
2. A junta is a· small group of (a) ideal.ists, (b) secret 
plotters or intriguers,, (c) bureaucrats, (d) · criminals. ·· · 
,----·- ---------- ------- ----·---.--- - - - - --· .. ---- - - - --- - ---· - . - -·· ---------
3. Lang~~g-~-~~-y --be ·.corisid~-;_.-edclaptrap when it -ls--(a)'1oud:·- - ---- - --- --
and empty)' (b)· abusive, '(c) .flowery, (d). ungrammatical. . .··· 
I. 
I 
.. ) . 
' I 
. :. 
4. Facts are used to bolster ~n argument ,when we wish to ·' Y 
·. (a) .take .credit for 1t,. (b) show that the argument is of · 
no .j.mportanc~, (c) support;·it·, (d) refute. it . . 
.... · 
5; Td brandish a weapon-' is to .. ('a) display it proudly, . 
(b) h~de 1t, (c) prepare· .it for use, (d) wave it 
rnenaci~gly. . . 
A · confrontation between two parties refers to (a) a fight 
to the end, (b) .an informal meeting, (c) a direct encounter 
that may s·uggest both.·hostility and defiance, (d) ari 
·arranged meeting ttiat does not take pl.ace • 
.,· 
7. To be aperehensive · about something is to be 
(a) !?ess1mistic, (b) frustrated,. (c) curious, (d) fearful .• 
:"i' • • 
8; If you react to a situation ·with chagrin, you are 
(a). duffibfounded, (b) ecstat1c; (c) up~et ·, (d) indifferent. 
: _ _ .. _ _ __ . __ ~ ______ 9_. _ _ An .essay lacks ' coherence when ('a) its various parts are 
: not properly related to each other, (b) · it is both too 
abstra'Ct and too dull, (c) it is re~urned with .a failing 
grade; (d) it contains too many grammat~cal. .errors. 
.. 
10. A bland object. is one that is (a) tasteless, {b) soothing, 
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Seman tic- c~ues ·I I I 
. .... i: .. ;..-
Directions : · · In each of the fol'lowing sen_tences 1 seleqt the'.r"-;-. 
word'· or· exp.ressi~n that best ~ompletes.' the 'senten~el . making 
par-ticular -~eferehce ·to ~he ·mean.irrg of · the · word underlined. 
' · 
1. · A bizarre appearance is qne that 
(b)_ appealing to th~ -:?enses,, (c') 
or strang'e. ' 
-
is (a) formal,· 
punctua-l, · {d) weird 
.... 
.. 
. . ... ~--­
. . ' . 
... 
•· ·. i ' 
. .. 
... 
• I .. ~~~. • 
.. .. . 2. All tHe plans my father had carefully made. eventually · " ·. · . . . 
· · ·· ·. ·:. . went awry. ·This means that -my fath~~~.~-~-~~-~~ (a.> __ !er_e __ ·---~~----- · _-_. ~ 
___ ---=~ · -=~:::.:-=-:..-=-:-=:--.~-}3tf.q@~~?~~~rr·-3P.J~.w..e:re-~~a.:::t:c\i.~ur:e~~=<~Lwe.re _to __ ~be_illegaL,_~-.--' ., ·_ • 
: .. · _· . · ·. {d) were g~verr a good reception. : 
, · ·. 
' ' 
--.. ~ :_;_ 
b . 
- o'{ • 
·.· •. 
, . . 
: .. 
~ ·. 
. . / . : 
3."· ' An aflluent society is' one/that is (a) lacking in moral 
·values 1 · .(b) undernourished',· '(cf in decline, · (d) prosperous. . .. . 
' . · ... ·•·. 
. ; . 
" 
. . , .' .. 
. . ~ 4 •. A person who belongs to. the avant-garde is (a) in the 
·tipper-crust of s'oci•ety, (b) highly simple, (c) indifferent 
to art, . (d) ahead of popular trends. · 
. • f 
·.> : ! 
5, An arbitrary deCl Si'O n lS One tha<t is , (a) pre j edi Ced 1 
·.{b) illegal, {c) impartial or· fair, (d) the result of' · 
much study. 
" 6~ I To obtain an . obj-ec'tive by artifice is to be suc·cessful 
t .hrough _(a) native skill,, : (b) intelligence,. 
(c) . deception, (d) sheer determination. 
· .. - : 
•' 
, I 
7. Which .of . the following wo~ld be the most appropriate . 
·reaction to atrocities? (a) condemnation, (b) jlcc.eptance, 
(c) exci t 'ement, (d) · ~ndiff~rence. · 
8. A · person given to · affectations is (a) . ~iying l :n a world 
of fantasy, (b) out of the ordinary, (9)~ ·J' op~imistic_, . 
-·(d) 'being pretentious'. 
9. · A· ~hro'noic . problem is (~) simply solved, (b) potentiaily 
'fatal, (c) one that continues to re.occur, (d) hopelessly 
10. 
11. 
complicated. · • . ' 
An ·astute bus:i.nes!sman is (a) .i~·~y, (b) shrew_d, 
(c) bankrupt, (d) hardworking., . · ~.- ._ ~ . .. 
" I , ' • ') '~ • ' ' •' • ' • ,', ' .,. ' 
A ·bleak ·l.andscape is (a) desolate, (b) cheerfuL 
. (c) . changing constantly, (d) bright. :- . .. ·.: · .. · _ · - ~ .. · · 
. :-.:'·: . .: · 
·' 
. ' 
.. • . ~ 
, JI ·.' 
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:"1 
·12. A person who spreads aspersions. is (a) cqnstant1y 
inquisitiv~ (b) being pessimistic, (c) rna~ing hurtful 





To 'charac.teriz~ a. speech as bombastic ·iS to say that 
it is .(a) emotional and exciting, (b) interesting but 
inaccurate, (c) .informative and accurate-, .(d) pretentious · 
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·· Semantic Clues IV 
Directions. . In each of the following sentences, s.elect the 
word or expression that best completes the sentence·, ~aking 
particular reference to the. meaning of the word unde-rlined·. 
r 
Be sure · to .c~nsult your·Gage di~tionaries , before making your 
choices. · .-
1. A person wh9 travels incognito is· (a') a stowaway, 
(b) under an assumed ·name 1 (:a) being held by the police, (d) especially-.! '~or'ed. with . praise. · · · .' 
o t ~ • • • I o • 
/ ' -{~~,.- , ~ ' ' • 'o I 
2. ·. If you belong to a coterie, you · are a mernbex: ·. of a 
(a) part'icular poiitical party'," .(b) · corporatiol')., 
· (c) clique, .. (d) revolutionary ·force.· · 
:" ' ' . . . . ~ . 
3 ~ · . w._~i'ch of th~. following would .·be_ describ~d as · a tycoori? 
· . (aF a famed§ economist,. (b) a factory work~r, · (c) a 
politician, (d). a highly successful businessman. 
4. A . suggested . economic p:rogram to combat ·. inflati0n here 
~n Cariada that attracts a great deal · of ·flak i .s being 
(a) approved~ (b) condemned, · (c) se·riously .critized, 









A governmental policy that boomerangs· is sa~d to be (a) 
highly successful, .(.b) under s\trong op~osit.ion, 
(c) producing. a result which is opposite to that intended, 
(q) an abysmal failure. . · · 
"" ~. A perennial source of trouble is one that is (a) partially 
understood, (b) very mysterious, (c) 'extremely serious, 
(d) cont~nually reoccurring. 
The visiting Soviet d£gnitary to .Canada 
h'ad a protracted . visit to our country_. 
was (a) enjoyabl~, (b)' long, drawn o'ut, 
one, (d) dull and boring. 
was said to have 
Thus, his visit 
(c) an agonizing 
The Toronto newspaper~ ·accused the: Prime Minister of · 1 
.·making a discursi 'IJe speech during the Premiers' COnference·. 
His speech, therefore,. was (a) very enl·ightening, (b) got 
right ,to the point, (c) rambled endlessly, (d) extremely 
exciting. 























The community 'prepar~d a rebuttal to . the Commissioner's 
Report on Urbanization. Thus , the people of · the 
corninuni ty prepared a (a) opposing argument, _. (b) welcoming 
committee, ,.(c) rough draft·, (d) .. final copy. 
It is the weatherman's job to prognosticate the weather. 
He must be able to .(a) acknowledge, (b) postpone·~. 
(c) predict, (d) ac;:~·ept what the weather will do.. 
.. - ff ' 
' ..... ,_ 
., . 
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Contextual Meanings - Word Selection 
Directions: Select the word that best completes each of the 
following s·tatements. Refer to your Gage dictionaries, 
please. 
1. Although the Mayor of St. John's, Mr. MurphyJsaid that 
no c~ty employees would. be discharged, it is expected· 
that. the number of jobs will be decreased through · 
normal (a) attrition·, (b) deterioration, . (c) ·foreboding, 
(d) an~chy~ · 
2. In a pluralistic-society, with iti great d.ivers.ity of 
· ideas, backgrounds, . and ·interests, one can never expect 
public 'opinio.n to .be (a) despotic, (b) audibl~, 
(c) monolithic, (d) ~ stagnant. · 
3 ~ A ·persori as original and to.ugh-minded as our · Minister of 
Educatio·n could never be a mere (a) bibliophile, 
(b) · prophet, (c) conformist, (d) auditor·~ 
l 
4. Even though he did not really know what was · going to 
' happen, he had a definite (a) prognostication, . 
(b) premonition, (c) scrutiny, (d) pedagogy of disaster. 
~~ . . . . 
5. • · Wh·~n-my partner realiz.ed that I would. not go along with 
·.his scheri\'e; =-he. then knew that his ambitions to control 
the organization ·had been (a) scrutinized, (b) thwarted,: 
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Exercise · #14 
. ., ' · 
.. 
Words that Express Emo.tion 
Directions: Select the proper word that appli~s to · each , of 
----- the ·"speech situations" bri~f_ly describ~d. - Remember, there 
are many English words that-suggest a way. of speaking marked 
with a particular emotional quality or backgrounq. 
.. 
Words: . \ 
1. quaver . 
2. rant 
3 • . · accl.aim 
'· 
' 4. sney ' 
s. denounce · 




.. ·o. l ·. ; . 
·' 
': 
' . ' I 
"Speech situations" 
-a) A warmonger seeking to si;:ir up a crowd. 
b) A mother as she describes the events that led to the · 
acpiden~ in which her child_ was injured. 
C) iAn egocentric person describing his hatred for t,hose 




A political candidate as he criticizes his opponent as 
both ·unqualified and , corr~pt. 
... 
A television commentator as he expresses grea.t admirati'on 
for the achi~vements of th~ Prime Minister. 
. .. -
A member of a provincial investigating committee as he 
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. Exercise #15 
- Foreign Words ' in English 
Directions: With the aid of your Gage. dictionaries, rna tch 
-·each-- word- or phrase (word o;rigins are indicated). in 
Column A wit~ its meaning in Column B. 
~- a· 
~ 1. ·alias (Latin) a •. · masterpiece 
66 
... 
- 2. . alibi (Latin) b . . knowing the r~ght or · .proper : · . 
thing to do 
.'3 ·. savoir_.faire · (French) 
4. 'bona fide (Latin) 
s'~ magnum opus (Latin) 
6. au revoir (French) · 
7. faux pas (French) 
a. wanderlust (Ge;rman) 
9. scintilla (Latin) . 
10. status quo (Latiri) 
•' , 
·. 
- .. ~ ... ' · ... 
. - ~ . ~' ·' 
c. genuine 
d. an assUmed or false name 
e. a plausible excuse 
f. the. existing ~ondi~ion 
. 9• ~assion fat' travelling 
h· .good,;.b:ye 
i. a tiny spark ~ 
j. a social blunder 
~ k. exact 
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-- Exercise #1.6 (a) 
Using . English ~dioms 
"The Fork in the Mother .Tongue", Russell Baker (pp. · 93-95, 
Jenkinson, People, _ Words, and Dictionaries) ·• 
67 
Directions: Develop a list of ten idioms and words that'yo~ 
could handle in approximately the same manner that Mr. Baker 
has.- done in his essay. Then, using ~hese idioms. write your . ~ · 
own -sentences using these _idioms. 
. ~ . 
.. 
'. 
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.... Exercis·e #16 · (b~ 
. . . 
· Idioms· (Idiolll'atic Expressions) · 
Definition: An idiom is an expr~ssion whose meaning cannot · 
, .. ' .. _be_ d~terrnined by an .analysis of the words in it~ 
·. 
. ' l1 ,. 
Directions: Write t~o sentences for each of the following 
idiomatic phz;:a~es. · ae . sure to. give different meanings for 
! ' 
the phrases in each sentence. 
1. sp.illed the beans· 
·2 • in ·the doghouse 
. ·3-:. a ·good egg 
4. knock it off 
5. .. under the counter 
6 • to go under 
7. wide of the mark 
8. wrapped it up 
9. to count out 
10. to go to pieces 
11. . cool it 
12. go the whole ·hog 
. 1,4. enter .th.e ma·instieam 
'· 15, a polarized community , 
16. b;Low the .. ,.toast · 
·17. call down 
'18 • look down on 
19. call up 
20. talk around 
21. put over 
22. talk around 
23. foot the bill 
2f. out of whack 
2 5 . . to,e the l;i.ne 
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Exerc.i·se # 17 
Parts.of the Dictionary 
A. The Pronunciation Key ,. 
' c 
. . 
Directions: · After you have · examined ·both the proriunciat-io·n-
keys of Webster's Seventh New co+legiate Dictionary and the 
Gage Canadian Senior Dictionary~ ident'ify these phonetical 
spellings · (symbols to represent sounds and syllables r~ceiving, 
! 
primary and secondary str.ess) • 
1. 
u I pep a.r 
-
_., 
2. nu mon ya 
I _, 3. prez an ta s~n . . 
4. " ej-~--ka-sh~n 
s. • " / fc) ' JOn dl.S 
I 
6. hu tish. ~n • 
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.B • Definitions 
. Directions: Using your "Guide to the Dictionary" in the 
·Gage Senior Dictionary and-Webster's Seventh New Collegiate 
·oictioriary. explain how the definitions are arranged in ea·ch. 
Then, · compar·e the number and range of meanings for each of ' 
these· words: 
1. · . . stamp .· 
2. ·ignorant .. 
. .. , :· 
3. di~tionary 
. . 
. , . 
' . ' . . ' ' 
4-. ruin ... -· 
. . 
' ' 
., , . 
o' ' 
5. .obsolete 
• • •• j 
.. 
C. ·Restrictive Labels and Usage No~es 
-
1. Usi~ur Gage Senior) ide~ti~y the labels put on · 
• 
· each of these. id.:i,.orns or· spe.ci"fic_ meaningS..? 
a) in the neighborhood of 
b) natural: rneani~~ "a·· sure success" 
,. 
c_) down in the.·mouth 
d) nice:. meaning • .. modest" or "reserved" , . 
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Exercise #18 · 
' . 




Directions: Using your Gage Seni'or Diction.ary, explain the '-
.)ollowin~ · abbrevia~ions: 
~ \ <' 
~ 
. 1. E. 9 • . v.t. 
2. v. 10. Sbt. (S}?r.) 
' .r-:- ··. 
.;· 
. 
3. adj. 11. n . . 
4. OF 12. pl. 
5. fern. 13. Gr~ (Gk·. )' 
6. var. ·u ·. !tal. .. (lt.} 
7. ·sp . . . . 15 •. p. part. : 
' \ . 
8. ~sc. 
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Exercise #19 · 
., / • Homographs A. . ~ . 
1. Thes~ are words with e~actly ~he same spelling and 
, • } 





2. Thus, there will be · separate entries for these words 
... 
since they are really different, although they look alike on 
the surface • . 
,, 
' 
3."· ~ost -.dictionaries list homographs ·'in historical order; 
• • ' I_" 
this me'an~ th~t the earliest meanings a~e ' giv~n .first, and 
. ,., 
·-'the most recent ones last • 
. . 
.. , 
4. Remember, don't choose an adjective meaning wh'en . the 
word you- are looking up is a noun or a verb. 
~" . , r 
'•, 
Directions: Reference each of ·these ,words, and no'te the 
hom<;>g!aphs listed fo~ each. 
speech for each. 
-./ 
~learly indicate the part.of 
. .. 
' 1. -rung 
2-• see ! 
3. share 
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Direcitions: using both your Gage Senior -Dictionary and 
# 
~ . . . . . 
. WTI (Unabridged), identify .tile labels place<;} _Qn_, __ t _h_E;! _________________ _______ __ . __ 
. -~---- - -- -····· -- ·- . - .. - - - · -·--- - . . . . . . . 
foll~wing words: (Account for _- pos_sible differences.) 
. . ' 
~ 
./ 1. .holdup 
. (v ~) 2. :neck 
' 
.. 





s· •. ·: swell (stylish) ' ' .. 
. .. 







. WTI - Webster's 3rd International Dictionary"· _ (unabridg~d) 
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Exercise· i21 
::~ I Synonyms and Antonyms 
Directions: Give· two ·synonym's and ·one ·antonym for each of 
the follo*ing words. Be sure that the~e synonyms and 
• I 
antonyms help to clarify the original words. Use your Gage . 
Senior or Thesaurus. 
1. transient ' 6. hazy· 
., 
2',; boori~lt 7. censurable . 
3.- ' impolite '8. ·inveterate • ' 
.. . ,. 
. 4. swank ' . 9. reprove~--- . 
Q 
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Exercise 11=22 ·.' 
Locating synonyms and Antonyms in the ·Dictionary 
Directions: Using your Ga~ dictionaries, sel,ect the . . two · 
• J " A. 
words in each of the following groups tha~ _ ar.e either 
I) 
synon~s. ~ ~ntonyms. '(hen, identify the relatio~ship of 
each p1~r of · ~otds selecbed . 
.., , . 
1. ·. (a) credulous, (b) credo, (c) creditable, · 
•(d) credib1e, (e) ·unbelievable 
. 2. (a) 
' 
. (d) def~ct; ·(e) . postpone . 
I ' 
-3. (a) envious, (b) factronal, Jc), aboveboard, 
--~ 
(d) -. exteriO"r~ (e) clandestine )(_: 
.~ 
-
.. '4. <'> (a): defector; (b) •spy, (c) gourmet, 
' ! 
(d) d'eserter, (e) spoiler !".:!: 
. ,_ 3 
t 
5. (a) whine, (b) quail, (c} CFinge, 
I 
· (d) surrender, (e) c~ase-fire 
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Exercise· #23 
Directions: Using both your dic;:tionary a·nd Thesaurus, 
identify a synonym to fit each of these sentences. 
1. He had no particular news. 
·\') 
'2. He was stin~;r: in his dealings. 
3. He lives in a f~.u~al manner. 
. 4·. The appearance of the old house forebodes danger. 
' . 













Be sure to make 'your synonyms in the same form as the 
underi'ined ·words. ·~'f .. · 
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Directions: Students are asked to read 'the ·introduction 
to two of the following dictionaries; 
1. Webster's New·World Dictionary 
2. · Webster's Third New International Dictionary 
3. Gage Senior Dictionary 
\ 
· 4.- Samuel Johnson's Preface to his Dictionary of the · 
English Language 
.· ~. The Dictionary of Newfoundland tnglish 
A. Compare and contr~st the role of ·two of these dictionaries. 
(What ·does each aim to achieve?) 
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Topic,: Euphemism and Hyperbole 
Directiops: Read Mark Twain • s, "Buck Fanshaw• s Funeral", 
(in Essays on Language and Usage, eds. : Leon~rd F. Dean and 
Ke~neth G. Wilson, N.Y.: .. Oxford University Press, · ·l959, 
pp. 302-305). T.li(m, · ans~er the following questions: 
... '-~ 
1. Why do the speakers take so long b.efore unders'tanding · 
what the · other means? · 
2. What are ·some .of the ,examples of hyperbole in this 
J 
. ' \ 
------------------~s~hort-storv~----------------------------------------~--~-------------
' ... ·: . 




What are some of the examples of euphemisms in this 
short story? 
. ·,·. 
Have you had similar experiences with teachers, d9ctors, 
mechanics; etc.? Explain b~iefly two of · these 
. experiences. · 
... 
To the. Teacher: 
· ' Hyperbole tends to· give an exaggerated .or magnified 
status to the things they name. This enhances the position 
or status of the· person \t{h~ ha~· ·the 'things ·in question, or 
is employed in the occupation.in,question. 
Euphemisms tend to be substitutions for other terms 
which would seem offensive and condescending. T~ey ar~ 
· attempts to suggest· that those who own certain .types or .. , 
I 
things, or are emplo1y~d in cert.ain occ~pations enjoy a s~atus . 
. , 
similar to that .el)joyed by the more privileg.ed .gfoups in our_ · 
• 
society• (e.g., ~·sal)itary e~gineers" - for "ga-rbage-cofi~cto.rs!') . 
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~ Student and -Teacher Sources: 
1. Greenough, James Brockstreet·arid George Lymann 
Kittredge. Words and Their Ways in English Speech. New 







Funk, Wilfred. Word Origins and Their Romantic 
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Topic: · Finding a Word in the Dictionary ·though You Cannot 
Spell It .. 
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6. gl se . . 
7. im in tiv~ 
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Exercise # 2 7 
.Topic: Historical Development of Words 
Directions: using Walter Skeat Is, Etymological DictionarY 
of the English Language I or the _OE~ proyide both 'the older ' 
meaning for each word, as ·well a~ its newer meaning~ 
• 
1. starve 
2. ·. drench 
3. bless 
4. husband 
s. ghost . 
6. marshall 
7. sandwich 
a. salary . 
9 • tantalize 
;LO. journey 
. .. ,) 
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Exercise #28' 
) Word .Histories (Etymology) 
· Directions: 
. . 
Trace the his~ory of t:he f<?llowin9 words using 
th~ Concise Etymological Dictionary, or the co~pact · edition . 
~ / 
of the OED.· 
· 1. · vacation ·11. eh· 
- ' 
12. humor 
3. · Lucifer .. 13 .. weekdays 
. . 
r;mous 
5. passion .15. naughty 
6. gook 16. insect . . . 
7. aily / 17. woman 
8·. scale 18 . stupid 
9. scuba · 19. gossip 
10. wagon 
Suggestion: Be. sure· to choose only a few of these in your 
small group? before reporting to the entire 
c'1ass! 
•I ' • 
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Exercise 129 
Using The Oxford English Dictionary 
(-2 Volume. Edition) 
:. 








·For each of the\·i~ollowing words, develop as 
7 . .• ~ 
history ·as possibl-e', (origi ns) 
. \ 








charley hors~ maladroit-adroit (both) 
. I 































clumsy . , 
Suggestion: 
. ·. 
. l ~ . 
.. 
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.. ~:~: · 
· r.: .; . 
\ 
\ ' 
Once again, choose only a few at ·a t1me when 
~ - . ' 
wqrki ng within ·your small group. 
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· Exercise i30 
Directions: · Identify both the original meaning . of each word, 





"2. caravan . 
. •, 
. 3. gum 
4. lemon 
-
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' . . .·. 
.. 
language it came from. consult with: your 
or the ~E~\- Shorter. 'Edi tiori . . . 
' •11. 
.'12. 




17 , · 
18. 
. "' . 19. 
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Exercise #31 . 
Word History 
Direct·ions: For each of these words, write a brief history 
which indicates both its original sour~e and ~eaning and ~ts 
present me:aning in 'modern English. · Use the . Concise ~, or 





5 • . 
6. 
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Exercise #32 
Directions: .. Give- the.. derivation and original meaning of 
each of t:he follow;i.ng words: 
1. abominate 9. panic 
2. ambulance ·10. p~ecipi tate 
3. ·. bedlam ' 1~. . procrastinate 
.... , 
' , . 
· ' .,, 
.. 
4-. curfew \ 12. record &· 
· 5. fee 13 ~- salary 
6. . infant ...14. ' subtle 
7. journey 15. ' s~percilious 
. 
B. manufacture 16. ' volwne 
... . 
.. ~- .. ' \ 
Directions: Id~ntify the connection between each of t~e 
' . 
following pairs of .words: 
1. atom and epitome 
.... 
2. candidate and candid 
cunning ana acknowledge ,-:- ... --
'4 •· hearse and rehearse 
'· 
. ·s. ·torture and torch 
~ 6. vaccination and bachelor I 
. 
.. , . 
' ' ' 
. ' 'i' 
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Identify the language fi·om which each of these 
· woras carrie. Next,' group ·those words from each country, ·and 
. ' 
. explain what contributions these countries made to our 
.language. (e.g. ·, from the French words that connote a 
developed culture, "dining" - . "cuisine"). Remember, always be 
' ' 
· sure to identify the u"ltimate. source (original) of these words. 
1. bonal)za 










12. prai:r;ie . 
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. \ 23.· story \ . 








30· •.. ·stampede 
31. sky 
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using ·the Student Edition oi' the Gage Dictibnary 
of Canadd..anisms on Historical .Principles 
88 
. ---- . 
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·Directions: ·Identify the m<?JJ·t conunon· meaning •for each of the 
. foil owing . wqrds found in :your Student Edition: 




















chenal (Be sure to cross-reference ~ith the. \jOr4.i 





cream ( s1and: hockey) 
· crunnick - What would you be· han~ling? 
' 
. Eskimo (Be sure to trace the or~gin of thi~ word.:) 
... 
fishing aqmiral - ·Wnat was the reason· for such authority. 
i ·. -...." Franglais - What wouHf you be? 
' I . '
grunt (Compare with the .usual definition .of· this ~ora.-· ) 
habit~nt and .Habitant - Who were t!le_y? 
herring-choker (Com~are wi~h th:e ~rm, "pea-;~ouper" 
What are th~y both examples of?) , 
. ~ . . .. . 
16. -· import - (Compare i~s usuat meaning · with its· specialized 
definition i.n Canada.) · 
.. 
17 • . ·-jackpot - (Be sure to note its unique . canadian m~aning 
as c:ompared with its usual definition.) ~ -
-- ';. 
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lB. jinker What relationship is there be~ween this word 
.and ·a "ji·nx"? 
19. · Johnny Canuck 
Why?) . 
:... (Compare with "Canuck"., def·inition i, 
F 
20·. Johnny Crapaud · - Who was he? Why is this 'term 
derogatory? 
. 
21~ · jowler - Identify its origin. 
22. Kabloona· 
0 
23. kudlik- What is · its ·origin? What is .it used for? 
. 
24. · lacrosse - Cro'ss-reference with "boggataway". Why?, 




26. lolly ~ -what is it? It is: unique to whom? . Be . sure · to 
cross-referenc·e with "frazil" . . Why? · 
.. 
27. Manitou - What is its. o ,t'igin? See the ·1811 quot~ - for 
its · meaning; . · · 
28. raising b~e - What happ,eris at .such a· ·time? · 
. . ' ... ' . 
Red Indian - Who .were ·they? Trace the origin of. "Red' 
Man". . · ·· • . · · 
.29. 
3o •· · :rink rat - Who . ·ts he( . . . 
31. .\sa~quatch - I~entify its · li_teral meaning .. · 
32 • 




·sault Identify and give its origin. 
· serviette - Identify . ;its orig:j..n. · What 
equivalent? 
Shagalasha - What is its 
., origin? The 
whom? .. 
shanty Ident.ify 'its origin. 
.. 
is the- American 
.. 
term refers. to 
·36. ·' shebang - Note especially the Newfoundland term, "the 
· whole · shebang" (definition 2). 
• ' . 
37 •· shivaree - · Identify its origin. What was it? (note 
especially .definition 2) • 
.. . . ' 
---- .. : .. · ..... - --
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38. skookum tlirntum . - What kind of person does this····t:erm· 
refer to? Why? 





Sourdough - Identify ~ts origin. 
1 (a) ·and 2 (a)~ Why? 
. . ' 
Compare _ definition 
. ' . 
sparrow - To whom does: the term apply? Be sure to 
cross-reference ltith "chirper". Why? 
( . 
· tickle - This term is unique to what area? Cross-
reference . with "tickle-:-ace". Why? 
~ . ' . 
toboggan - Identify ~ts origin. 





vice- admiral - To whom does this. term refer?. Why? 
~oyage -: Compa.re its usual meaning wi~h it.s unique · 
. ·. Newfoundland · definition. 
voyageur - Cross reference with "porkeater 11 • Why? . 
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Comparison of its 
Common Meaning with 
its Unique Meaning . 
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. ' . 
\ . ~Exercise #35 
Newfoundland Idioms (Expressions) 
J 
. 
Dir'ec'tions: .Identify what each of these Newfoundland idioms 
refers to. Be ·sure to. consu~t with your family ~nd friends. 






2. .- paddles . 
. . 
3. hatchet ~ ~ . . .. 
,o · ,\: 
' 
~ 4 ·, skiff .; . Q 
0 
.... 
s. str.ing • 
0 




9. puckerin' or turned over 
10. · church - a- tuck · 
11. humgurnption 
12. · · .braffus 
13. · bleacher 
14. puff-up 
15. · lund · · 
16 • . SC+"Ol;lge 
17. barber 
. 18. bangbe11ies· . 
19. bas or baz ( "baz 
, 
.2 0. an~gh 
marbles ") 
. ' 
\ :· . ,_• .... 6 • 
., 
!II· 
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21.. bublern squeak 
23. clever - e,.g'" I .,."How I~ your mc)the~? " . "Oh, she Is c 'lever." 
(This meaning. has nothing to do with being nskil~ ful ~· . ) . 









give us the breeze 
' ' . 
hugger . mugger 
on my own hooks 
whitenose 
down dru 1 me ' ·s 
... ' 
3 0. · . breasted· - e.g. ; · ." t' d be some:.~.bi;easted · if you passed 
· . . your exams." 1<-:.£/ ·· · · · · · 




34 •. tiery glutch . 
' '-· .. 
'--·-,. ' . 
· .- ·.'"-....-2_5. . mockbeggar 
. -~  
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Exercise #36 .. 
f. 
.. 'I . · ( 'Newfoundland· Dialect . \ 
· "Th~ Dialect~ of .Newfoundland Engti·sh·'~ ;: . ( ~ ~M. 
in, Language in Newfoundland ·and Labrador: , 
Preliminary · Version, ed •.. Harold J. Pa;ddock, 
Department of L;i.nguiE!t.J..cs, Memorial University 
Story 
of 




Directions: Identify the common English word ·-th:at eac.h t>f · 
I • ' . 0 .. . • • • . ' . 
. these Phonetical spelllng_s . repres~~t as · th~y · ·are spoken in 
. ) 
·a.- ·Newfoundland dialect. 
. .. -. 
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. .. Essay Analysis 
. . 
. . 
:<·!'Pol,itics and the Engl~sh Lamjti~ge"/' , · 




Most people who . bother with the matter at all would 
I 
. ' 
admit that the En~lish language is . in a . b~d way I but it is 
g~nerally ass\:uned. t~_at we cannot t>Y: ~ohsci~us act~on do 
ap.ythirig about it. Ou~ civili sation ,is · decadent, an~our 
langua.ge..:.-so the ·.argument runs--must inevitably share{ in the . 
general collapse. · It follows· that ·any struggle .against ·the 
\ . 
-abuse o~ language is . a sentimental · a~cha~sm'; like preferring 
candles to electri~ l ·ight ox: h·anso-m .cabs _to a~ropl~nes. · 
. ~ . . 
Underneath this lies the half-conscious belief that language 
is a natural growth and not an instrument which we sh.ap·e for 
our own purposes. 
· Now,· it is clear that the decline of a language m~!O!.t 
. . I ) - 0 
ultimately have political: and economic causes,: it is not due 
. . 
simply to the bad influence of this or that individual writer. 
But an effect can become a cause, reinforcing the original 
cause and produO.ing the same effect in an intens.lf ied f orm·, 
and so on ~nde~initely. A ma~ _ may take to drink b~~ause he 
. I 
feels himself to be a failure, and then fail all the .more 
completely because he drinks. It is rather the s~me thing 
·. 
that is· happening to the ·English language. It becomes ugly , 
and inaccurate 
• 
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• • '§, I 
slovenl.tness of our language makes ·it. easier for·. us to have 
fo,alish thoughts. The point is that the. process is 
.reversibl'e. Modern English,, ~·specially written English,· is 
• , J• I " I .¥/:.':f!..._. ~ ~ 
. .• :. ~ .. ~ .. :. :••' ' .. ~-~ " '1::~¥' . ·.. 0 , • • • 
full of bad habit:i:r~fiich spr·e·a~·by ·i-mitation 'and which can 
.. 
be avoided if one is: w~llipg to take the necessar~ - trouble . 
If one gets rid of these habits one· can· think more clearly, 
.and to think clearly ~s a necessary first step towards 
political regeneration: 
,, 
so. that the fight against bad 
I 
Eng:lish i~. not frivolous ~ and · is 1'not· the exclusive concern of 
. p.rofessi~:mal·wri ters. I ·will .come bac~ ·to this presently, 
· ~nd I . hop'e that. b~ that .d~e t .he meaning·. of what ·r have said. 
.. • . : t' • - ' • ' • • 
here will have ;bl"!cori\e . clearer . . Meanwhile, · here a~e five 
· .~.. ..,.;; .: ... specimens of .the Eng).is.h la'nguage 
' ~~I • .j;tJ,_ • ·as . it is .now habitually 
... 






··These five p~ssages have not bee~ 'J;>icked,out because 
they are especially b'ad--:i: couid hav~ quoted· ;ar worse if I 
. .I 
·had -chosen--but be'cause they illustr~te various of the· mental 
vices from which we. not suffer. They are a little below the 
average, but are fairly representative samples. ·I _number 
them so .that I can refer back to them. when neces~ary: 
1. . I am: not,· {ndeed, sure whether it is not · 
true to SaJ' that the Mil ton who oncfl seemed z:lOt 
unlike a seventeenth-century Shelley had not 
b·ecome, out of an experience ,.ever more bitter 
in eacp y~ar,, more alien . (sic) to the founder 
· of that Jesuit sect. which nothing· could induce 
him to tolerate. 
' 
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2. Above . 11, we . cannci't play ducks and . drakes · 
with a ri:at~ve/ :Qattery o~ idioms whi,ch ~rf7s~ribes 
... · such egreg1o~s cQllocat1ons of vocables a~ _ ·the 
Basic put ·up /with for ·tolerate· or put at p ·loss .· · 
for P:;~~::: I LanceiOt Hogben · ( Interflossa) . 
·3, . On the one side we· have the free personality: 
by definitioh it is not neurot~c, for it has 
neither con·f~ict ·nor dream. Its desires, such as 
they are, ar,e transparen~, for they are just what 
·institutioni'I approval keeps in the fore·fr.ont of . . 
consciousne s; another institutional pattern ·· 
would alter their. number and inte.msi tx; the;r:e is 
. little in thein that is natural, irreducible I or 
·
1 culturally dangerous. But on the. other side 1 the 
social bond 1 itself is nothing but the · mutual ... 
reflection of these self-secure integrities •. 
Recall 'the definition of love. Is not this the 
:.' very pictur~ . of a srn~ll academic? Where is there 
.. a place in this· hall' of mirro'rs for ei tqer · 
I , personality: or fraternity? · . . · 
. . I . 
· E~say on1 Psychology in Politics · (New Yor.k) . • 
4. All !the "best people". from the gentlemen • s 
clubs', and :all the frantic Fascis't captains 1 • 
united in c'onunon hatred ·of Socialism· and bestial 
horror of the : ·rising tide of the mass revolutionary 
movement, ~~ve turned to acts of . provocation, to 
foul' incendiarism, to medieval legends of poisoned · 
wells, to ~egalise their own destruct:ion to·· _. 
proletarian orga¥sations, and ·rouse the agitated 
pe-tty-bourgeoise to chauvinistic fervour on . 
behalf of the fight against the revolutionary 
way out of tlie crisis. · 
Communist pamphlet. 
5. If a new spirit is to be infused into this 
'old countr~ , . there is one thorny and contentious 
reform which must be tackl-ed, and that is the . 
hurnanisatidn and salvanisation of the BBC. T'imidity 
here will besp~ak canker . and atrophy of the soul. 
The heart .df Britain may be sound and of s t rong 
beat., for ·Instance, but the Bri t.ish lion's roar at 
pres'ent is like that of Bottom in Shakespeare's . 
Midsummer · ight' s Dream--as gentle as any suckli ng 
dove. A v'rilenew Britain ·cannot continue· 
indefini1;e y to be traduced in the eyes, or rather 
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• Place,· brazenly rna squerad.ing as · "sta~d~rd English"~ 
When the Voice of Br1tain is heard ~t nine o'clock, 
• I • • • : I . better far and ~nf~nlty l 'ess ludlcrpus to hear 
aitches honestly dropped tha:n the p'resent priggish, 
inflated, inhibi t.eii, school.;.ma 'ami.sh arch braying 
· ·of blameless, bashful mewin'g maidens! 
l Letter .~n Tribune • 
I 
~ . I Each of. these pas· sages has faults of i _ts own, but, 
. . ' 
' . •! 
I .. .q\lite· apart from avoidable u~liness, t~o_ qualities are·· 9omrnon 
).?.'§ to ·all of them·. The first is staleness o1 imager;: th~ .. · 
,.I 
oth~r is lack of precision. The writer ei ther has . a meaning 
· · and cannot express it, or he inadvertentlJy says something 
. . I . . 
else, or· he is almost . in~iffererit as to. whether his word~--- . 
. ' i 
• I ! ' • 
.mean anything or not. · This m1xture of · vagueness and -sheer 
incompetence is the. most rnark~d cha~acte~isti~ ~f m~dern . 
·I 
.. •·, 
. . I . . -
English pr~~e, -~na especially of ~ny kiryd of political writi~g ~ . · 
. I 
As soon as. certain. topics are raised, th~ concrete melts · into 
ll .. 
·the abstract and no one seems able to think of turns of SJ?'eech 
that are riot hackneyed: • prose consists .less and less of words_ 
. ....._ . 




tacked together · like the sections of a prefabricated he n-house. 
' . I , · 
I list . below, with notes · and examples, .vari ous of the ··t r icks 
. . . ' 
by means of which the work .of prose _.co_nst-r~ction is habitually 
'dodged: 
Dying met~phors. A newly .invented metaphor assists 'thought 
by evoki~g a visual image, whiie . on the other hand a met~phor , 
Which iS techriically "dead II (e • go · iron resolution) has . in' 
~ ' .· 
e ffect rever ted to being an ordinar y -word and cim g~nerally 
jJe used without loss of vividness. -. ·But in between thes e two 
·. 
c lass-es there . i s a huge dump ·o f wor n- out me taphor s which have. 
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• , , 1• ' • ~ ~· '\ • • ~ L~·\ , . 1 lost all ~vocat1ve · pow~r and are merely used because they .. 
, • • ' ' , I p • ' ' " ' • • ' 
save people the trouble of inventing phrases -for themselves. 
· Exampl_es are: Ring the changes on, take up the. cudgels for, 
to.e the • li~e, ride r~u~hs~od over'!/ st~nd sh~ulder t~- , 
shoulder Wl th, play 1nto the hands· of, no axe · to . gnnd, 
grist · to the mill, fishin9 in-troubled waters, rift within 
;.•. 
the lute, on the ord~r of the day, Achilles', heel,: swan song, 
. . . 
Many of the~e are used w~thout - knowledge ·of the_ir hotbed. 
.. 
meanoing (what is a "rift:", tor· inztaonc~?), ·an·d incompatible 
' . . 
· " . 
· ~~etaphors are : freq1;1ently ~ixed, a sure ··.Sign .that ·. th~ writer 
is not interested in what he: 'is saying. Some metaphors · now 
. C.·urrent have' been twisted out of .their· orig-inal meaning · .': · 
' . . . 
without .. those who use them. ·even being aware ·of the . fact. · ·'Fo.r ' 
·example, ' toe the · line is sometimes written as 'tow the line. · 
Another example is the . hammer and the .anvil, now always used ~ 
0 
with 'the implication that the anvil gets the worst o·f it. · 
In real life it is always the anvil that breaks the hammer, 
' 0 
never .the other way ~bout: a writer who stopped to think · 
. • . 
. what he was saying would be ' aware 
~ . ' . ' . . . .. . . 
•I . 
of this, arid would avoid 
perverting . the original plifase .• 
' ' ~ . 
. Operators, or verbal false limb's. These save the trouble of 
' . ' \ 
picking out appiopriat~ verbs and nouns; and ·at the same·.;.· 
time pad each sentence with extra . syll.ab_~es which give i .t .an · 
apaearanc:e or symmetry. Characte+istic phrases are: render 
inoperative·, militate against, prove ~na'Ccep,table, make 
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·contact with, be. · subjecte d to, give rlse to, · give grounds for, .. ·· \. 
· ... . ;. 
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, · · I · have the· effect of, play .a leading part (role) in, make 
i'tself felt, take ef·fect, exhibit a 'tendency t~, serve the. 




·purpose of, etc., etc. The keynot~ is the ·elimiJi"abi.o~ of 
simple verb~. Instead of being a s.i.ng~e word,- such as · 
' . . I ' • 
break, stop, spoil, mend, kill, a verb, pecomes . a ·phrase, 
made up of a noun or adjective tacked on to some general-
purposes verb such as' prove, serve I form I play, render. In 
. , 
addi tior;1 tne passibe voice is wherever:_ poss:ible used in 
preferepce to the ~ctive, and noun construct'.ton are us~d 
instead"of gerunds (by examination 'of instead of PiJt ~xaniining) . 
. ' . . ·, 
The range of .verbs is further cut down by means of ·the :-ise 
·and· de- formations, and 'bct{lal ·statements are · given an 
appearance of profundity by. means of the no.n'· ·un- formatt on . . 
Simple conjunctions arid prepositions a;-e. replaced by such 
phrases as with respect to, having regard 'to, .fhe fact . that, . 
... 
by dint of, in vie:w of·, in the interests of, on the hypothesi s . 
. u . ~ 
that; . a!ld the ~n~s of s entences are saved from antiC? limax by 
t' • 
·such resounding · c~mmonplaces as greatly to be desired, cannot 
be left out of account·, a development to be expected· in · the 
near future, deserving of serious consideration, brought ·to ·. 
a satisfactory conclusion, . ~~d so on and $0 forth. 
Pretentious diction. ·wo.rds like phenomenon, element·, 
individual (as noun) ·, objective, categorical, effective, 
virtual; basic, primary, · promote, constitute, exhibit, 
exploit, utilise, eliminate, liqui date, are used to dres·s 
up simple state ments and give an air of 'scientific 
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. ·impartiality to bl~sed j udgeihents. Adj e~~i ves .:like epoch-: 
_making! · epic, historic, 1 .:;u~n~f..::o..::r::..gol..e::..t::..t;;;..;:.;a;.:;b..::l;.:..e,- tr~~-~pC.· ~ge-ol.d, . 
inevitable, inexorable, veritabl·e, are' used to dignify .the 
. . . :t . . . ,. I 
sordid' processes of international politic~, 'while, writing 
. / . . . . . . ' -· . . ': 
.that aims . at glorifying war tisually takes ;·on a'n· .~rchaic 
. . " ,·. ' ! . 
c,olour, its characteristi~ words ~i~~; ~ealm; thron~, 
'' chariot, mailed fist, ·trident; sword, shi~ld, buckler, 
. : . 
. ·banner, jackboot, clarion·. Foreign words a11d expres's~ons 
, SJl:Ch .as cul de sac, ·ancien regime, .deus ex rnachina, mutatis • . • 
. mut~ndis, status quo', Gleichschal tung I Weltanschauung I are 
. ~ . . . . .; . ·: . . .. . . 
_ · ~used to .give an air of pulture and ~iegance; ·. Except 'for ·· t_he 
\ t' • 
. useful - ~bbre~iat;ions~.e':., _· ~, and etc.,' : there _ i·s~o~real 
need for any of the. hundreds of . for~ign ··phrases now qurrent 
. . . . 
i~ Eng~i~h • .Bad w~it~r!:i; and .e-specially . sci.ent~·fi·~ ,·.p6liticill 
. .. . I ' . . . 
and sociological wri.;t,ers ~· . ar.~ .' nea.rly alwaY.,s )1aunted ~Y the 
r~ . .. 
. . ! :---.~ 
··.,:· 
·----'--r-
-. . _, 
l c 
., 
' II • 
' . - ·~ 
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.. 
: · _r . 
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notion tha-t Latin or Greek words are·· grander tha·n•-s'.:l'xom,ones·, ·· ' 
. . •, . ' -• , .. 
. . : . 
. an~ .. unriecess.ary ~or.d~ like : ~xpedi te,. ameliorate·,._ predict' , 
. extr.aneous, 'deracinated, · clandestine·, sub-~qu~ous.and . hundreds 
ot' others constantly gain· ground from the.ir ·.Anglo-Saxo'n 
, 
1 
I ' ' ' ' ' I 
opposite numbers. . The• jargon peculiar -to marxist wr+ting 
. . . , \. . 
... (4Y~na, hangman, cann~l, petty· b~~rgeo.:i..s, these · gentry, ·.· .· 
I ' • ' 
iacquey; flu~key, ·mad · do'g, ·whit.e Guard·, etc.) . cori.sists· · 
. . . .. 
~ar_gely· of- words and p~rases translated ·.from . Russian, German 
' . . . . . . ' . ·,. . ·. 
. . ( . 
or French; but the · normal way of coining a .new 'word' is . to 
. . . . . ' ' . 
. . . . ' . . . . .. 
use · a ' Latin or· Greek root with the .. appropriate affix and, . 
. 
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ma'ke· up words off thi~ kind (deregionalise; _.impermissible, 
extramarital, non-fragmentatory and ~SO· forth) ,. than t .o think 
up · the English: words. that will cove·r · one '·s meaning. The . 




Meaningless words. In certain kinds of writing, particularly 
' in art criticism 'and literary. criticis~, it is no~al ' to come 
:acrqJ=~s ·long passages which are almost · co~pl~~~i:Y l~'k.'l~g ·in 
~r .. - . J . 
meaning. Words ' olike romantic, plas'tic, val~es I ' human, dead,. 
sentimental,·. n~tural, vitality, as used in art critic.:lsm, are 
'• . . , 
strictly meaningless, in the ~nse that they, .not only .doto.t 
only pci'int. to' any disc'overable object, but are hardly ev n · 
' . 
expect~d to do so by the- reader. When one critic writes,. 
'
1The o.utstanding features of Mr .. X' s work is ·its living. 
. . . . . '\ 
qua~~~ty", while another writes, "'l'he irrunediately · ~~{king·, 
th.ih~ aboU:t Mf. X Is work is its peculiar deadness",,· tpe 
• 
·reader accepts this as a simple difference of opinion. If 
.... 
·words li-ke black and white were involved, instead of the 
jargon wordS dead and ,. living 1 he WOUld See at OnCe that . 
- . ---. I 
1ang'uage was. being used·· in ;;m improper way. ·Many political. 
~ . 
~ . words . are . similarly abused·. . The word Facism has now no 
. .. 
·meaning except in so far as it signifie·s "some tring not 
.. 
desir~ble". _The words democracy, · socialism, ·freedom, 
patriotic, ·realisti c, justice, have each , of them. several 
F • •. ' , • t ' . ' • • : 
, ,- • diff~rent . meaning~ which cannot be reconc~ted ·with one 




there no' ag~eed def inition, but the attempt to ~ake one is 
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resisited from alf ·sides._ It. is almost ·universali'y felt that . 
when we call a country democratic we are p~aising · it: 
consequently the defender-s of every . kind of regime clai~ 
that it. is a democracy, and ~ear that they might haye · to 
· stop using the word if it were tied down ' to any one meaning. 
Words of this kind are often used in a consciously dishonest . 
.,...; . . . ' . . 
way. That is, the operson who us-es .them has his 6wn · private~ 
d._efinition, but allows his hea:r;er to thi-nk he means somet~ing · · 
quite different. Statements like Marshal Petain was a true 
. patriot, The' Soviet press is the freest in the •world, The 
'0 - - - -
· catholic Church is opposed to persecution, are almost always 
made with intent to ··deceive. ·Other worods used in variable 
meanings, in most cases more or less dishonest.ly, are,: class, 
~ 
totalitarian,· science, progressive, reactionary, bourgeois, 
equality. 
Now that I have made .this catalogue of swindles ·and 0 
perversions, let me giv~ another example o-f the kind of 
writing that they lead to • . ~his time 'it must of its nature . 
be an irna~inary one. I am going to translate a pas~ag~ ~f 
g~od ~nglish ~nto modern English of the .worst sort. 
a well-known verse from Ecclesiastes:.· . 
1- : .• · 
I ret urned, and saw under ~ the sun, that the 
r~ce is not to the s·wift, nor the battle to 
the strong, neither 'yet ·bread to the wise, · · 
nor yet riches to men of understanding, nor 
yet favour to' men o£0 skioll; but time and 
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Here it is in modern English: 
O~jective consideration of contemporary, 
phenomena compels the conclusion .that 
success or failure ·in competitive . 1 
\ activities exhibits no tendency to 'be 
cof!UUe'nsur~. e with innate capacity, but 
that a co siderable element of the 
~npredicta le ~ust invar~ably be taken : 
~nto accou t. 
'0 
This is a parody, but not a very gross one. Exhibit 
. ,., 
3, above, for instance, contai~s several patches of the same 
kind of English. It will be seEm .. that I have not made a 
full translation. The beginning 'and ending q_f the sentence 
... 
follow the original meaning. fairly ·closely'· but in the middle 
the concrete ill.ustrations--race, battle, brear--dlssolve 
into the vaguephrase "success or failure in competitive 
. . .. . ~ 
activities". This had to be so, because no moderri writer of 
the kind I am .discussing--no 'one capable of ti~i~g phrases 
like · "objective consideration of· contemporary phenomena"--
would ever .tabulate his thoughts in that preci~e and detailed 
' ' 
I. 
way. ·.The whole tendency of m~dern prose is away from 
v . 
con·creteness·. 'w .ana,lyse these t~o sentences a little more 
closely. The first -contains 49 words but only 60 syllables, 
... 
·and all its words are those of everyday life. · The second 
contains 38 words of 90 syll.ables: _18 of. its words are from 
Latin roots, <!lnd one from Greek. The first sentence contains 
six· vivid im~ges, and . only one Phrase ("time and chance") 
• • .. • ~ • ... .. l 
that could be called vague. The sec.ond contains ·not a single 
fresh, arrest.i~g phrase, and in spite of it~ · 90 ·syllables it 




























the first. Yet without . a doubt it is the second kind of 
. . I I 
sentence that is ·gaining g,rounq in modern English. I do 
not want to exaggerate. This kind- of writing is not y.et 
universal, and· outcrops -of simplicity will occur he~e and 
there _ in the worst-written page. Still, if you or ! .were 
told to write a few lines on the uncertainty of human 
"· fortunes, we should probably come much nearer to my 
im~ginary sentence than to the one from Ecclesiastes : 
. •. 
As I hav~ . tried to show modern writing at its worst 
does not consist in 'picking out word~ for the sake of their. 
meaning and inventing images in order to make the meaning 
clearer. It consists in gumming together long strips of 
words which have· already b~e·n . set in order : by someone else, -
and making the results presentable by sheer humbug.· The 
attraction of this way of writing is that it is easy. · It is 
·· easier--even qui~ker, once you have the habit--to say In l1\Y 
' • _I 
opinion it.is a not unjusti'fiable assumption that than" to 
• 
say I think.. If you use ready-made·_ phrases, you not only 
· . 'don't have to hunt about for words; you also don't have to 
bother with ~he rhythms of your sentences, since these 
phrases are g_enerally so arranged so as ·to be more or less_ 
euphonious. When you are composing in a hurry~-when you 
a~e dictating to ~ st~nographer, for instance, or making a 
public speech--it is natural to fall into a pretentious, 
fl 
T~gs li~e a consideration which we 
• .. II 
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would readily assen-t;' will save many a sentence from . col!'ing 
down with a bump., ·By using stale metaphors, similes and 
. I;.. 
idioms, yqu save much mental effort, at the cost of leaving 
. . 
• 1.:.: 
your meaning -vague, not only-for your reader but for ·your-
... ' . 
sel~. This-is the significa~c~ , of mixed .metapho_rs. The 
sole aim of a.metaphor is to call up~ visual.image. When 
. . -
these im~ges c;lash--as in The Fascist octoP;us. has sung its· 
swan · song, the jAckboot is . thrown . into the· mel ting_-pot --it 
ll. 
can be' taken as Cef\tain that 'the ' w~it~r H; ',.not seei'ng a . 
mental image .. of the objects he is naming; in other wor~s. he · .·, 
~ 
·is not rea~l~ ·thinking. Lodk .again at the examples I gave 
at the beginning of the ~essay~ Profes'sor La.ski . ( 1) uses 
five negatives in .53 'words. One of these is s~p~rf~us, 
.. 
m~~lng nonsense of the whole passage, and in addition there 
, 
is the slip _alien for ~·, making furt~er nonsense_, ~nd 
. . 
several _avoidable 'pi~ces of clumsiness which indrease the . 
general vagueness. P.rofes.sor Ho~b~.!' . (2) plays. du,. a~ 
.drakes with a battery which ~able to write prescr~~t1ons, 
. . . 
and, while. disapprqving of . the everyday pnrase 'put up with," 
is unwilling . to look egregi&us up in the dictiona£y and see 
\ . 
what it means. (3), if on~ takes an uncharitable attituae · 
towards it, is simply meaningless: probably one could work 
out i t s intended meaning by reading the whole of the article 
.. 
··, . ,. 
In {4 )"the write'r know~ mot;e or less . in which it occurs. 
what he want:s to say,· but an ·accumulation of .st.ale phrases 
chokes him like tea-leaves blocking a sink·. In (5) words 
I 
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. <t -· 
· .. 
and meaning · have_ -almost parted ~ompany.. People who write in 
. $_ . 
this manner usually have ~general emotion~l . meaning--they . 
. l 
dislike one thing and w~nt to express solidarity with 
another--but they are not interested in the detail of what . 
they are saying. A scrupulotis ··~riter, in ·every sentence . 
. . . "' . . . 
. . 
o that he writes, will ask himself at least four .questions, 
. . . 
. . 
thus:. What am I trying to say? What words will express it? 
What .'image or idiom will make it: clearer? . Is this image 
fr·esh enough l:o-have an effect? .An.d he will probably ask 
himself two ·more: . Could . I put: it mor~ ·shortly? Have I ·said 
. . 
. : anything that is· avoidably ugly? . But : you are not obliged to 
go to .all this trouble. You can shirk it by simply throwing : 
. ..<J 
· your mind open and "letting the ready-made phrases come 
·crowding in. · They wili construct . your· sent~nces . for you--
• I . 
even th1nk your thoughts for you, to a certain extent--and 
at need they will perform the important." service of partially 
.. 
qoncealing your ~eaning e~en .from yourself. ~t is at . this 
point that the special connection, ?et~een politics and the 
debasement .of language become's clear • 
In o.ur time · it· is broa<;lly ·· true thi;tt political · writing 
·is bad ~riting. · where it is not true, it wi~l generally be 
found that . the writer: -is some kind of rebel, expressin~ h~s 
private ?Pinions, and- not a "party line". Orth<?doxy, of 
. whatever colo1.1r·, seems to demand· a lifeless, · imitative style.· 
The poli tical..-dialedts to be found in pamphlets,,· l _eading , . : 
... . -~ . 
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Under-Secretaries do, of course, vary f -rom party . to party, 
but they· are all alike ln that one almost never. finds. in 
0 ,. ; • ' 
them a fresh, vivid; home·-made turn··of spe~ch- _ When one 
. . ' . .. 
• • • • * 
watches some tired hack on tpe platform mechanically 
repeating the familiar phrases--bestial atrocities, · iron 
heel, blood-stained tyr-~nny, free peoples of the 'world, · 
stand shoulder to shoulder--one often has a curious feeling · 
that one is not watching a five human being but some -kind . 
I 
.of dummy~ a feeling which suddenly becomes.· stronger at 
I . . -
I • 
moments when t~e ~ight·catches the spea~er's spectacles -and . 
turns them . int'o blank discs whi~h seem _ to .hq.ve nc:> eyes 
be-hind thell_l. •. : Cons~der fp·r inst~nc~ s?me <comf6r~a?le English 
professor defending Russian totalitarianism. He cannot say -
outright, "I believe in killing off your opponents when you 
ca11 get good results by doing so". Probably, therefore( he 
will say something like this: 
While . freely conceding -that the Soviet 
'regime exhibits certain features which the 
humanitarian may be inclined to deplore, 
we must,·I think, agree that a certain . 
curtailment of the right to political 
opposition ·is an unavoidable concomitant 
of transitional. periods, and that the -
· rigours which the Russian people have· been 
·called upqn to J.md.e.rg_o have been amply · \ . 
ju~tifie,d in the sphere of concrete 
achievement . 
. • 
The inflated style i~ itself a kind of euphemism. A 
mass ·of Latin words _l alls· upon the facts l'ike soft snow, 
blurring the outli~es and covering up all ! the details. The 
. . 
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. a gap between one~ s real and one.- ' s declared aim's, one turns 
as it wer'e . . instinqtively to long words and 'exhausted idioms, 
I 
· ·like a cuttlefish squirting out ink. · In -our ag~ there -is. no 
• ,f • • 
such thing as "keeping qut.of politics"~ . All issues- are 
political issuesi and politics itself is a mass of lies, 
. . . 
. . 
evasions, f~lly, hatred and schizophrenia~ · 'When 'the general 
.v1 
atmosphere ·lS bad, lang~age must suffer. r · should expect to 
• w • 
find--this is a guess which I have ·not sufficient knowledge 
9 
to veri~y--that the German, Rus:sian and Italian language's 
• 
. have. al_l deteriorated · in . the last ten or fifteen years,. as, a 
.. ~ 
result of :dictatorship. 
~ I 
~ut as thought corrupts l~nguage··~ language can also 
corrupt ~bought. _A · bad usage can spread by tradition_ and 
imitation, - even among peopl·e who . should and' do kno~. ~etter •. - ~\ 
The debase'd languq.ge . ~hat I have been disc1.1.ss'in·g is in some 
- .,, 
ways very convenient. Phrases like a not unjustifiable 
d , , M 
assumption, .leaves much to be desired, would serve. no g.ood 
purpose, a consideration which we should do well to ~ear in 
mind, are a continuous temptation, a p~cket of aspirins 
_always' at one's elbow. · Look back through this epsay, 
I 
for . certaj,n you will find that I have again and again 
and . 




·mor'ning ' .s post I have received a pamphlet dealing with 
' _conditions in Germany.. The author ·tells me that he "felt 
impelled" to writ~ it. I open · it at ' random, · and here is ~ 
almost the -first sentence that r · see: "(';I'he Allies·) have an 
.-
· -.tf . 
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/ . . . / . /, 
ppportunity ·not only ·of, achieving a radical transformation 
/ . 
' ·' 
of Germany 1 s social _and\ ,poli tical structure in such a way·; 
.~
as to avoid a .nationalistic · _reaction in Germany itself, but ·. 
and unified Europe ... You see, 
found_ations ~f'· a~operative 
l:i~. "fee~s imp.elle;d 11 'to · 
·at the same time of laying ' the 
write---feels, presumably_, tha:t he has something new t9 say--
and _yet his words, lik~ cavalry. horses answering the b.ugle, 
· group themse:i,ves automatically into · the famil.tar drea.ry 
. . . . ' \. ·. ' ' ' . 
. . . i?atterri~ . This. invasion ,of one Is mind by ready-~ade phrases 
. . . (lay .. the fou~da:t:i,.on~' , ·achieve a rarl;icat tra.nsformation) can 
' •· ' ~ • ' . !' . • ' . .. . ' • 
, ·· . . only ·be prevented .:J.f one lS constantly on guard· agClJ.nst ·them·, 
. ' . . . . : . . . . . . . . 
. - ' 
• ' • • j 
and every such phrase anaesthetises a portion of one 1 s brain .. 
I said earl·ier' that the . decadence of our language 
isprobably curable. Those who deny this would .ar9ue; i f / 
they ~~~~ticed an ·argument at a\1 ,, th..at language merely 
refl~~ts existi'ng _s.ocial conditfq~s, and that we cannot 
influence its development by , ant ~irect tinkering with words 
and constructions. So far ,as thl ~eneral tone .or spirit of l I , ' 
a language goes, this may. tie· true, _ but ~·it is not true in 
detail. Silly words and exp~essions have often disappeared, 
not through any evolutionary process but owing to the 
conscious action of a minority. 
II . 1#. II 
. explore _ every avenue, and leave no stone 
Two ~ecent examples were 
I II 
unturned, which were 
ki lled by the · j~ers of a f ew. journalists ; There is a~long 
' . list . q f fly-brown metaphors which could similarly be got r id. 
. . 
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and it should also be possible· to laug~ the not .un- formation. 
' 
1
. .. out· of existence~ ti redpce the. amount of Latin and ·Greek .j.n ' · 
" .,he average sente-~c , to drive out foreign phrases and· · ... · 
I
• I ~ . I. 
· .strayea scientific o:r;:ds, and, in general,\ to make 
~retentiousness unf~~hionable .: ~ut -all th~se are minor 
points. The .defence of the Engl1sh language implies more 
\ 
than t~is, and perha s it is best to start by saying what it 
does not imply. 
To ·~egin with, ·it has no~hin9 to do with ·archaism, ; . . I .· 
. with. th~ s·~lvaging . of obsolete ~ords and ··turns ·Of speech, or 
... . 
with the·. setting~up ~f . a . "st.andard English" ·~hich must.'.never 
.. . . ,. be departed ·;~rom. . On \the . contrary, it is esr;e~ ially co~cer,;ed 
with the scrapping of every word or idiom which has -outworn 
i~s ·usefulness.: It ha1\s . nothing to do with. c~rrect grammar and 
. syntax, .. which are of no importance so long as one mak~s one's 
i . . • . . 
,\ 
.meaning clear, · or with 1 the avoi~ance ·of . Ame~icanisms, . or with . 
'having what is called a llgood prose. styl,e". On the other 
I .· II; 
hand it .is not concernJd ·with fake simplicity. and the attempt 
I . . 
to make· written Eng'lisli colloquial. Nor does it even imply 
in every cas~ : preferrijg the Saxon· ~ord to the La tin one, 
. . - I . . . 
though it does imply us'ing the fewest and shortest wo'rds that 
. . I 
.'~ill · cov~.:r one's .m~ariin~ ~ What is above all needed is to let 
' . \ . . . ' . 
t:he meaning· :choose the word, and not the other. way about. In I . 
I prose, the worst· _thing one can do with words is to surrender 
i 
! ·• ', o 
to them. When you think. of a. concrete o}?ject,· you think 
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have been visualising, you probably hunt about till you 
find ' the exact words that seem to 'fit lt. . ' When you think 
,.., 
of something abstract you are more inclined· ·to u:se words · 
from the start, and unless you make a conscious effort .to 
prevent it~ th~ - existing dialect will co~e rushing in a~l 
do the . j?b for you, at the expense of blu'rring or even 
I . 
changing yo~r meaning. Probably it is better to put ·off · 
using words as~g. as possible and get one's ·~eanirtg as 
' 
' 
,clear as one can through. pictures or se~sations. Afterwards · 
one ca.n choose--not simply accept.--the phrase's that will 
" ·. ' ... ' . 
best cover .:the meaning; . 'an~ then switch round a~d decide 
what 'imp~ession one's words are likely to ' make .on another 
p~rson. .This last effort of the mind . cuts out all stale. or 
c. 
. mixed images, all pre£ab;ric1ated phrases·, needle~s 
repetitions·, and humbug · and v:aguene~s generally. But .one 
'. •. 
can often be in. doubt· about tl:ie. effect of a word or a 
.. · .. ·~~ -
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. phrase, and -one needs rules .that one can rely on when .instinct > 
. ·. ·. ~~ 
fails. I think the following rules will cover •most ca·s~s :~ 
· , ·i. , Never use a . ·met.aphor ·, simile or ot.her· figure 
of speech which you are used to seeing''·in print • 
~ t .. ~· 
rr ii. Never use· a long· w.ord .. where a short one will-
do. 
',..' · 
iii. If .it is pos'si.'~:i~e .·.to c~t a· word out, a l w.ays 
.cut it out.· · , · . ~ , I I . " 
• iv . 
·active. 
N¢vel;': ·use the pas!Sive· wher~ you can. use the 
v. ~evet .use a foreign phrase,· ·a scient.ific word 
or a jargon word .. if · y_o~ ·can thilnk, o f an · eve ryday Engl isb 
equivalent;.·. · ~ . ' · · ·' · · · · 
,. 
. . 
' ' . 
.- .. 
. · ' f 
l'·: . .. 
.. l 
,. 
. : . -. . ... ·.; =· ~ - ... -.. ' ..... -. . .. :-. ·. :· _., .,, ·- .. . c . - ' -~- "'' :--~ - --... ·-·· .. --· -• ............ . 
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vL Break any · ,of ·t~ese rules. sooner th~m say 
·anything. outright barbarous! 
These rules sound elementary, and so they are, but they 
demand q..deep change of attitude· in anyone who. · has grown 
. . u . ~ . 
used tfr writing in ' the style now fashionable. One could 
··.: 
keep all of them and still write bad Engl·ish, but one could 
not write the kind of stuff that I . quot.ed 'in those five 
specimens.at the beginning o~ this article. · 
.. . $;?~-
.. _ ~*'} I have no; here ·been considering the lit.erary use 
.~~) ' . .. . . 
of language-, but merely language as an instrument for · .. 
',• . . ' . . . 
. . 
expressing and not for concea_ling· or preventing thought·. 
• • ' ~ • ' • • ' I ' ' o. ' • 
) . 
Stuart Chase and others have come· near to claimitig that all 
I I o • •' J 'o 
abstract words 'ar.e meaningle'ss, 'and ha~e used this as ·a 
. pretext for~ .advocating a Jtind of political quietism. · since · 
you do~'t .know what .Fascism is, ho~ can you struggle a~ainst · 
· Fascism? ··_one need not swallow · ~uch .absurdities a·s thi·s·, but 
' . 
·one ought to recognise that the present political chaos is 
. . 
connected ~ith the decay of langu~ge, and that one can 
probably bring about some improvement by .starting at the· .. __ ._, 
verbal end. If you simplify you:; _English, you are . fr~ed · 
from the · worst follie.s , of orthodoxy. You cannot s~~ak any· 
.of the necessary dialects, and when you maie ~ st~pid 
remark its stupidity will be obvious, even ;to yourself; 
. . . . .  
Po'.l,itical . lang~age"--and with variatltms this is true ·of all 
pqlitica.l parties, from Conservatives to Anarchists·.:..:-is 
.designed· to, make lies sound truthf-ul 'anq ~urder respectable, 
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and to give an appearance of ~olidity · to pure ~ind ; One 
. 
cannot change this all in a moment, but pne can at ~least·· 
change one's ·own ,habits, and ;,from 'time to time one can even, 
if o'ne jeers loudly enough, send some worn-out and useless 
' . ' 
phrase--some jackboot, Achilles' heel, hotbed, melting pot,_ 
acid test, veritaple infer no or other lump of verbal refuse-~ 
into t,he dustbi~: .. where it: belongs. _ 
' .. 
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Words form the . thread on -which ·we string ·our 
experiences . . Without them .we should ·live spasm~dically 
,·, 
.. .. . 
·:and interrnittent_ly~ Hatred itsel~ is. not . so ·,st~phg .. that 
I • animals will· not. forget it, if distracted,· e'ven in the ,: . 
t I • • . • . ' 
presEmc'e of ' the· 'enemy .. Wa:tch: 'a pair ' of cats, - c~ouching _ . 
· · .· '.l 
, . . 
. ' . 
a·: fight~ . ·· B_al~ft?-lly ~O:e ~ye·~- - [_lare;· fr~'!Jl 
:throat · of . each come -~':?:rsts of . a : strange~ . 
.... . . . 
_on the bririk · of 
.. ·f~~ . down in th~ 
,. . . -~·.:;· . 




. .; . 




• , • :; , , I . ,' , ,. • 
. strangled nois~ p.f' defiance; : as though· animated by a life 
• 0 • • • • • !. . . . . . . ~~ • . . 
• , 
0 
• • • ' • , 4 • 4l ~ ;• •' •: , • I •. ' •. : . , j , , ' ' 
· of th~ir. QWn, the .tails twi-tch .and tremble.· .What . ~'imed 
·• I . : . . . · ... . ·' . . . . 
-- . . . ,.., . . . 
·:: . . "\·J.nten~i t _y . of 1-~~t~.lng !_ .\ Aho.t~er~ _mome"n~ .. and. sure_~~ t~ere 






~ . ' 
two cre~tures .ti1rn!3 away,: hi:?_is'ts a 'hind leg in a· ·. mp'r~ · than. 
~ . \ -- . 
'fascist :salute .arid,.· with ' the ' same f~xed·and.- foc'ussed . 
, -_., :·_.-.<: ~tte~tio~· as• i~ · has ~iv_e·n ~ . ~~memt' -.b~fo . re· to~t~ ene~y,:' 
l • . . ' •• . . . • # 
. ·. -·:: ~-~gins1 .to · _kna.~~-' a·· ·1-i:~~ual ~oi:iet. .Anima~ -- _l~v~ . i~ ~s:· mu~h 
. • 
I . . 
' . ' . . 
'-~ ' . 
. . · ' 
··:' ' . ' .  · 
.. ~ ·. 
'.; 
··.-. ·_ at .the -. m~rcy _·of.·. dis'tra~tions 'as animal ~a~red.: The dUmb· 
creation.' :live's ; :a li~~~ .-made up . 9.f ' discr~~e . and --~tual_;¥-.~ 
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human . C:har~cte~s '-'is du~ ~0 the' . words· upon ·which all .human 
'\ ' : • • .. ~ • ..::' ~I ' • '• • ,o • •,f.l ' ,, l ,' o 
. - .. experiences ~re · strung. . We are purposeful because we can .-
. . . . : :( : :, .. . , . . ~ . . . . :. . : ~ . . . '. 'I .· . . . . _; , • , . 
describe our feel;ings iri remernberable words,· ·can . j-ctsfify 
: ,' ,J ' • I ' • 
a~d· rationalize our desires ?in ·te'rms ~f some •kind o.f 
. . 
. . ' 
~: a~gun;ent. F~c~d · b¥ ·_ap ~e 'do not allow ap itc:'h -to 
• •. t 
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distract '·uS from OUr · einOtiOrlS ~ t~e : me~e WOrd I enemy-I iS 
enough ·to·_keep · u~ reminde4 of our hatred, to convince ·us 
• - . • • • $ • 
li6 . 
that·· .... we do w.ell to -be . a~gi:y. S~rn-ilarly the word 1 loV:e.'·: · 
·. b~idges · f~{:·us ~hose cha·sms of momentary · indiff~re~ce and 
boredom· which gape from ·time to time between ·even them~ 
ardent lovers. Feeling and desire provide ~s With .our 
motive power; . woi;-ds gi~e continuity t~ what we ._qo a~d to . a 1 
considerable extent :determine .our dir~actfon . ' IJ?,appropria:te 
, . 
and badi~ chose_n words vi.t.i,ate thought and l~ad to wrong,. or 
.·fooiis'h q~nduc_t· •. ·_Most ig~orances . are vincib~e, and in ·the · .. 
• ~ . - 01 • • • t ·., · . . • · : • • •• • . , • • • -
.. ., 
. ·:· .. gre_at~~ n\llnber: of ·:~cases : Stup~dity_ is what : th~ ~. Buddh~ : · · . . . 
. . . ' . . ~-~onounced il' it ·tor be, . a sin. ;< For; c,onsc idusly or sub- . .. . _'. .. 
·-'. < . ..· · cdns~iousiy_ , it .is with del~~erati~~ t~a;t· · we·. do 'not kno~ or -. . . 
• . .. 
.. 
' ' 
fail to understand--because incomprehension .allows' ·us, with 
. . . . . . .. 
a ' ~ood conscienc_e, . to evade ti~~leasant · ~bligatio~s and 
-~e~ponsibi.li tie-~ because ignora~c-e i~ ,- _-.the .best · excu~e fo~ 
/ '. . ' \ . . • . 
•going ' pn doing what ,one likes, but · ou.ght not, to do. · Our 
' . ,./' . :~:-·:· ' .· . . 
; ego_:t;i,.sms are- incess'antly 'fighting· to preserve themselves, 
• i.'! i , . . · ., . 
not only · from external enemies, but also from the· assaults 
• ' ' . . . 
. "- . 
: of the other and bet~er· s 'elf -with . which they are so · 
. ·u-ncomfortably'· associated·. Ignorance is' egotism's most 
. . . 
. .'• 
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effective. defence against that Dr . JeKyi•_~~~Q . ~ . . 
I( 
If, ~e~~~ct~~n; stupidi~y ; i .ts ~u~tlest . str~tagem. 
often happens, we ~choose to give . cont:inui,ty to 
" . I • 
our exper:i:ence' 
·by means of ·words which . falsify the. facts, ~his is -bec:<;tuse 
the . fa~sific~.fion is somehow to our· advantage as egot'ists. 
.· 
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Consider, for example, ·the c'ase of' war. War is . 
· enormo~sly . discreditable to · those who order it to be . waged 
- ' ~ 
and even to those who merely tolerate its existence. 
Furthermore, to developed sens--ibilities the · facts of war 
are revolting and horrifying. To falsify ·these 'facts, and 
. ' . . "' 
· b~; so doing ·to ma-k\3 war seem less evil th~:m it !re,ahy. is, 
and our o~n responsibility in. tolerating war less heavy, 
is doubly to. c;>ur advantage. BY suppre~sing and distortin·g · .• 
the .truth, we protect our sensibiliti'es and preserve our · 
. s _elf-esteem. ' 
• .. ... . I ' 
Now, - language' is,' among other 
. .. · . - • .. : ' t • 
·· ·:·: I; ··which _men use fo~ .·supp:t:ess-in9 ~nd distorting 









- , . 
· . .. ·'~~~·- Fi.nding · the ~eality of wa_r to~ urip_leasant to contemplate, j .. ' T · 
'· ' 
we create .a verbal -alternative to that" ·re~li.ty_ , parallel 
. -
. . 
with it, but in quality ·quite different from it. That whrch 
we contemplate thenceforward is not that ' tQt which we r 'eact 
. emotionaliy and upon· which we pass our moral judgments, is 
'· 
_not war as it is in fact, but the_ fiction or war as it _ 
exis.ts in 'our pleasantly falsifying verbi'age . . · Our 'stupid-ity 
. i~: using in~pprqpriate language .turns out, , on analysis, to 
· .be the .'most refined_ cunning~ 
·The ~ost · shockf~g fact about war .·is, -that· its vict'ims 
~ and . it:a instr~rnen-t;.s are indi~idua]. human be_ings_,_· and that 
thes_e ._individual- human beings are c~ndemned b1 · the monst~o~s 
. ~ . . ·. ' . 
conventi~ics~-to murder or be murdered in. ~u~rrels . 
~~~--~---.-n-o~t~- ~t~h-e~ir . own, to inflict upon .the innocent and, innocent 
. ' . . . - . . ' 
'''"":"" .. •'"'-- · . .. 
: ·'· 
·, 
theli\Selves of any ci~me ~gaifist :their enemies, to suffer · I' . 
cruelties of_ every_ kind. 
. l' 
. ' 
• I .' 
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'The language.of ' strategy and politics is designed, 
.. so~ far as it is possible, to concea1 1 thl:s fact, to m'ake it · . 
. _app:ear as though wars "were not fought by individuals drilled 
t:.6 inut~e~· one a.nother in cold blood and without provocation, 
.. . . . ' . . 
' -
·. but eitn~r · by . impersonal and therefore wholly non-moral and 
·impassible forces, or else by personified -abstractions . 
Here are a few ex~ples of tll,e first kind ·of 
fa'lsi~fi"cation .. ' In place of .'cavalrymen' or 'foot-sold~~rs 1 . 
military writers like to speak "of 'sabres.' and 'rifl~s. ' .' 
. . 
.. • . ~ t 
. Here is a sentence from a ·ciescription. of the Battle of 
held . together t for th~ six thousand Aus.trian sabres found . no . 
.. ' \ 
opportunity .to charge home.' The battle ·is ·between. sabres· 
in line and muskets in_ ec;:helon--:a mere · _cla~h of ironmongery. 
On other occasions there is no question of anything 
r 
so vulg4rly material as· _ir'oninong~y _. The batt:ies are between · 
. ~!atonic. id~~s; be~~~en the . abstr~'ctio~s· of ph.Ys i cs ·_and . 
mathematics. Forces-interact; weights are ~lung into scales; 
. masses are set in motion. Or else it is all a matter of 
. geometry. Lines swing and sweep; are protracted or·. curved; 
. ' . 
· pivot on a fixed point. 
Alternatively the combatllnts a,re p e r sona l, i n t he · 
sense tha~ · they are •per sonifi c.ations·. . Tpere is ., the 'enemy, ' 
in ~he singular, making 'his' plaris, st~iking 'his' blows. 
The attribution of personal . ·characteristics· t;.o 'collect.i ves, 
... 
•. 
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to geographical expressions, to in~ti tutioz:ts, is a sourc.e, 
as we spall ~ee, of endless conftision~ in polttical thought, 
of innumerable po:)..iti~::al mistakes and crimes. · Personifi-
cation in politics is an error which· we .make because it i's ·' 
to our a<?-vantage as egotists to be· able to feel violently· 
.·proud of, :our · country and or ourselves as ··belonging to it ·~ 
and to. believe that ail the misfortunes due to our own 0 ., 
•· • ·S ' ' ' • . 
mistakes . ~re r~ally the work of the Foreig,ne.r. It · is easier 
. . . . 
.. to feel;' violently towards a person than towards an · 
~bs.traction; . he~ce our hal;>i t o.f . making · pol:LticaL per-~onifi..:. 
. . ' ' . . . " . . . . . . ' . 
~ 
·. <;:ations .. In some cases mili t:ary personifications · are merely' 
. : . . ' . . . ' 
sp~ciai instances. ·of .political -pers~:mif.ications. 'A 
. ' . . . . 
. particular collectivity, the a~my . or .the warring nation, ·is· 
given . the name and, along ~ith . the name, .the attributes of 
a single person; . in order that we may be abl·e to love or 
hate it more int.ensely_ than we could do if .. we thought of ·i.t · .. 
as what .it .really -\s: a numb~r ·of diverse· individuals. · In 
.. 
other cases perso~if~cat~on is used . fbr . the, purpose of ... 
concealing t;he fupdaniental absurdi.ty and monstrosity of ·war. 
What is abs.urd and ·monstrous about ~ar is that \e~ who have . 
.... 
no person~l. quarrel. should be trained to mu~der one another 
in cold blood. By personifying opposing armies or countries, 
·We are able to think.of war as a conflict between individuals. 
The same: result is obtained . by wr~ ting. of . war ~s though it 
.· 
were carried on exclusively by :the generals in command and 
not .by ·.the 'private . soldiers in their armies ·. (I RennenJ:tanipf 
• ... • • 1 1ft • • 
' '• ' ~ 
' . ·.· 
' ,, ,. · ', ' .. , 
. ~ ·'· . 
. . ' ···~----::--:.. ...... _: . :-:-:-·----~ - · -.- -·· ', . , · . 
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· had pressed back von Schubert. ') 'J;'he 'i)Jiplicati'~n in both. 
-cases is that war is : indistihguishable from a boutof 
. , ' 
.fisticuffs in l bar . room. Whereas ~n reality it. is 
profoundly different." ·.A scrap between two individuals is 
forgivable; mass murder, deliberately. organized, is a 
monstrous iniq:ui ty. We st111 choose to use · war· as an 
instrum~nt of poli~y; and torcomprehend the full wickedness 
. · .and absurd it)' ·of war . WOulatherefore ~e inc.onveri:ien~ \ ~or, . 
.... once we :understood, we · should have to make .some effort to 
'.' 
' . . , . 
. ·, . get· rid of the abom:i.qable thing~·. Accord-ingly, when w~· talk' 
. ."'- . ' : ;' . . . . . ' . ~ . ' . 
'about war_, . we ' use a· l~nguage wh'ich .90~cea~s or embellishes 
'.'·. its ·reality • .·Ignoring the facts, . so fali" as· we possibly ca,n,' . 







' ' . . ·:· . ... 
we ' imply. that·. battles : are ~ot fought . by soldiers, bl1t by ' . . : 
. : • • ' . . . ':t . • ,.. 
~ . •' ' . . ' ~""'.thi~gs, principles, allegories, pe'rsonified collect~v~ties, 
., 
' ' . ' . . . . 
· or ·(at the most human) by opposing, commanders, pitched 
. ' ' 
·~gainst one another in singie combat. For the same reason, . 
'when we have to descr~be .the processes 'anP _the results of 
Even the. ·most-. 
.. 
·violently patriotic an_d .militaristic are reluctant to ·call 
' ·' 
a ·spade by its own name. Tq conceal their intentions even 
from _themselves, ~hey make use of picturesque metaphors. 
. We find, them, for example, clain9uring .' for war planes numerous 
.. . • • 0 -
and, powerful enough t o go' and 'destroy the . horn~ts i n ·the i r 
nests' ... -in o t her ·words·, to go and t hrow ther mi.te / ~igh · 
explosives and vesic_ants upon the inhabitants ' of neighbouring 
: I. . . ' 
countri~s before -t;hey have time to · 90me ·and do the same to 
: '. 
\ 
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us. - An~how reassuring is _the .language of . histori.~ns and 
I 
strategists! . They write_- admiringly of those military 
. - ..,. 
geniuses- who know 'whe~ to st:dk.e at the enemy's line' (a 
I 
single_' comba.tant deranges the· geometrical cbnstructions of 
a personification); when _to 'turn his flank'; when to · 
I exe.CUte an_ e~VelOplng mOVement: I . . ls , thOUgQ they~ WSre ;•. 
0.. • • 
engine~rs discussing the strength of materials and the 
. . 
ci'istribution of stresses they talk ·of_ abstract · entitied. 
·_called 'man power' and 'fire power. '·· · They sum up the ' long:-
draw~ sUfferings and atrocitiesr t~:nch ~arfmfin the · . . ···., 
:-phrase, . 'a war of attrition'; the mafsacre and ma:ngl:ingdf 
. human beings is assimilated to tl;le grinding' -9f a lens_. 
..1 : -~ • • 
. _f.! _. -A dangerously abst'ract word,·' which fi.gu:res·· in all 
·di~~~ssions abou~ war, -is 'f<;>rce. ' . Those who bel-ieve in 
organizing collective se~_u::ity by means · of m:j..litary pacts 
· - against a possible Aggressor ~re particularly fond of this 
word. 
"' 
'Ypu · ca-!1-n~t,' they. say, 'have international justice· 
. 
. ' 
unless you are prepa-red to _. impose it by __ force.' 'Peace-
loving countries . must unite .. to use force against aggr essive 
.' . 
dictatorships.,.' 'Democratic inst_itutions must be p_rotected,· 
i 'f need be, by force. ' And so .on. 
. NOW 1 the WOrd 1 fOrCe 1 1 When ' USed in refe:t:ence tO .,_ 
human relations, has no_ 'single, def inite meaning •. · There is 
Jl . 
the 'force , :: ~sed by parents whE:m, without resort to an·y ,·· kind 
' . . . 
of physical violence,, they compel t-their children to act ·or 
\ 
refrain f rom acting in s'ome part,icular wa·y. · . There is the 
'force' used by attendants in an . asy.lum when tl:ley try to 
.. 
• .. 
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the 1 force' used by the police ... when o tbey control a crowd, 
and . that other 'force•· which they use in a baton charge. 
And finally there is .the 'force' use~ in war:r This, of 
course, varies with the technological devices at the disposal · 
I 
of the belligerents, wi:!;:h the_ policies they are .pursuing, and 
" ('lith the pa~tic;:mlar circumstances of the we3:r in que~tion. 
B'ut in general' it may .be said that, in. war, I force I . connotes 
vio~ence and fraud used to the limit of combatants' capacity. 
Variations in quanti:ty, if sufficiently great, .. 
. I 
produce var:iatiO"ns in q:uality. _The 1 force' that ·is· war-, 
par~icularly modern ~ar, is very_ .di~ferent fr~m th~ 'force' 
, . . 
tha't ·'is· police action~ and the use . of the . sam~ abstract word 
to describe ·_ the · two dis·~~mila~ proc~sses is pr~foundly mis-
leading. (Still more misleading, of course, . .i.'s the explicit 
assimilation _of. a war, waged by allied League-of-N~tions 
.. 
powers against an aggressor, to police action against a 
. criminal. The first is the use of violence and fraud without 
. ·:: 
limit. C)gainst innoc~nt -and guilty ·alike; the ·second is the 
use of st'rictly limited violence and a minimum of fraud 
exclusively pgainst the guilty.) 
Reality is a succe_ssion_ of c~ncrete and particular 
situations. When we think about such situa-tions we should 
use ·the particular and concrete words. whiC'iO apply to them . . · 
If we :use abstract words w~ich apply equally well · (and 
II · . '"" , · ' 
equally badly) :to other, quite di:ssimilar situations, it is 
I-
certain that we shall think -incorrectly~ 
. . -
- ·-.--.---- ·- ·--··· ·· .-
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· ... 
I;e't ·us· take the ·sentences . quoted above and translate· 
~ .. ' 
the ab~tradt word 1 force' into 1angu~ge that w·ill re~der 
.. : . " - ( . . . . 
(however inadequately) the concrete and particular realities 
of contemporary warfare . . · 
~ 'You cannot have interna~ional justice, unless you 
are prepared to · impose it by force.·, TransLated, this 
becomes: 1 You. cannot have inter.nati,onal. justice unless you 
are prepared,, with a ·_view to imposing a just settlement, to 
. . ... ·. . .. ;\ 
. . . 
prop . thermi~e; high ·explosives and vesicants upon the 
inhabitants of. foreign cities and. to· have thermite, high 
.. ... . 
·. · '· explbsives and vesicants dropped in·.return upon . the inhabitants. 
. . ' · ... ' 
... ... . 
,. '• 






. -: .. -
I • 
·, , 
. ·. ·; ·of :your cities.' . At the end of · th~s p~oceeding, justice· is 
·.' to be impose'd by the vic todous party--:tha t is·, if there i s 
. . . . .. 
" a · victorious party. . It should• be remarked that jus-tice · was 
. ' 
to .. have been imposed by th~ v:istori~u~ party at the end of 
,· 
. the last ."f'ar. But, · unfortunately, after four years of 
.. 
fighting, the . temper of the .victors . was such that they were · 
quite incapable of making a just settlement. The Allies are 
. i:Oaping in Na~i G~rirut~y what !;peY . s~wed at . Versh~s. . The 
vi'ctors ~f the next war will have undergone intensive 
bombardments with thermite, high explosives and vesicants .. 
Will their temper be better than that of the Allies ·of 1918? 
: Will they be in a fitter state to make a just settlement? . 
· The answer, quite obviously, is: . No. It is psychologically . 
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The ·next two sentences ,may .be taken . together. 
'Peace-loving·countries must unit~ to use force against 
. aggressive d.ictat_orships. Democ~atic .. institutions must be 
protected, if need be, by force.' Let us translate. 
'Peace-loving col,mt:ries must u~.ii·te to throw the.rmi te, high 
explosivtks and vesicants on tfie inhabitants of countries 
·rules by, agressive dic"tators." They mus~ do this, and of 
. course abide 'the conseque_nces, . in' order to prese~ve' peace 
and democratic insti tuti~ris. '· •'"Two q~estions immetliate'iy 
' . . . 
·propound themselves. 'First, · it is likely that·p~~ce·cari be .· 
' 
secured by a process calcula.ted · to reduce the orderly life .·-
. of ' our cornplicate'ci · soci'eties to cpaos? 'And·, second, .. it is. 
. , 
·. · lik,!31Y that democratic institutions. will flourish in . a state 
/ 
of chaos? · Again, the· answers · are. pretty clearly in the 
· negative. 
By ~sing .the abstract wo.rd I force, .' instead ofj!:erms 
~ 
which at least attemp-t: to describe the realities · of ·war as 
. . 
it is to-day, the·preachers of collective security through 
... 'military. collaboration disguise from themseives anci from 
others, not only, the c -ontemporary facts, but also the 
probable consequences 9f their favourite policy. The att~mpt 
to sec~re justi'ce; peace and demOcracy ·by 'force·~. seems 
' - rea-~onable enough ~ntil we reali'z'e, first, th~t this non- · 
' 
committal word stands, in the cir'pumstances of oul- - age, for 
·activities which can hardly fail to re~ul.t in s 'ocial chao·s; · 
and second, . that 'the consequences o£" social chaos. are 
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in 'concrete and particular· terms of the concret,e and 
partipular proces's. called 'modern war,' "?e see . that a 
policy whi_ch worked (or at least didn't result in complete 
disaster) i'n the past b'as no prp5pect ·whatever of working ·. 
in the ilnmediate future, 
' I 
. . 
The .attempt to secure justice;, 
. . I . . 
peac§l and democraqy by/'ineans ·of ·a 'force,' which means, at 
. , 
. thif? particular ~oment of history, ther111ite, high explosives 
and vesicants, is a:pout as · reasonable as the attempt to put · 
·' 
out a fire with a coliourless liq~id that ·haJ2pens . to be, not · 
._ wa~e~~ : pet~ol .. 
. , 
What applies . to the · 'force' ·"that ,is war applies in . . 
... 
'ia.ige .measu're ·to the I fOrC:e :. . that ,' _is r'evoiutiO~·.' . . :i:t '~eemS 
inherently very,. unlike!~ .tha1:>social justice an~ social p.ea:c~ 
· ·can be secured by thei'I\lite, high explosives and vesicants ; · 
At f!tft, it may b~·, . th~ _. p·~~ties in a .civil war would hesitate 
to use such instruments on the . fe~lo~-countryrnen. But there ·· 
can be little doubt that~ if the conflict we~e prolonged (as. 
· it probably would be between th.e evenly ,balanced .Right and 
Left of a highly 'industrialized society)~ . the combatants 
. i 
. . 
would end by losing their scruples • . 
1,. • . 
i 
I 
I . . 
The alternatives ;.confronting us seem to .be plain 
enou·gh. Either we :i,nvent a~d <;:~niscientiously e,mploy a ne~ 
·technique for making . revolu17-ions .and settling international 
. disputes; 0~ else we . ~ling ' t~ . the old technique and, using 
. . . . u 
. . 
'force' (that is to say, thermite, .high expl.osives and 
vesicants), destroy . ourselves· • ' Those, who, for. whatever 
· . . 
.{.: " . . 
. ··· ~:. · ·.· . 
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.. 
. motive, di.sguise the nature . of. the second alternative . under 
inappropriate 'langua~e 1 render the 'WOrld. a, grave diSSerViCe • 
They lead' u~ into one of ther.:,ternptations. we find · it hardest 
. .;.....-- . . 
to resis,t--the ·tempt~tion to run away f'i·om reality, to 
. . 
pretend that facts are n9t what they .are. Like Shelley (but 
without Shelley's acu:te awareness of what he wq.s . doi ng), we 
are perpetually weaving: 
A shroud of talk to hide us from the sun 
Of this . familiar life • . 
We protect our minds by ·an elaborate. system of abstractions,· 
. . 
ambigu.rfies, metaph9rs and simi lies from .the rea].,i ty we do '. 
, · ;. . · .. not wish to know too cl.earlY7 . we lie·. to ourse·lves, in order 
~ . . 
'-. 
. that we may still have the exc-use of ignorance, the alibi of .· 
:· stupidity . and 'inc~mpr_ehension, posse~s·i~g which we· can . 
continue wit? a good cons.cien:ce to c9mmit and to'!erate the# 
mo~t monstrous crimes: · 
,· 
The poor wretch who has learned his only prayers 
From _curses, who knows scarcel;( words enough, . 
To ask· a blessing from his Heavenly -Father, 
·.Becomes a ' fluent phraseman, · absolute. 
~~ . And technical in victories and defeats, 
And all our dainty terms for fratricide; 
Tern\s which··.we · trundle smoothly o·•·er our tongues · 
Like mere abstractions, empty sounds to which 
We join no meaning ·and attach no form! 
As if the soldier died without a wound: 
As if the flbres of . th~s godlike frame 
Were gored w~thout·a pang: as if the .wretch 
Who feJ.l in battte, doing bloody deed·s, 
Passed off to . Heaven ·translated and no.t killed; 
A:s · though he had no wife to pine for him,· :· · 
No God ·to judge him. · • · ' 
.· _·, 
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Thf language we use about war is · inapp.ropi:iate; -~ ~nO: 
its inappropriateness is designed to conc.eal a reality so_ 
·:, . .. 
odious that we do nat 'wish to know it .. , The language we use 
a~t politics ls 'alsp ina~propriat~; · but here our mistake 
has a different purpose. ' Our principal aim in this case is 
to aro\se and, having ar~used, to: rationalize and justify: 
SUCh int~insically agreeable .sentimentS aS pride and hatred 1 . 
,. 
self-esteem and contempt for others. To achieve thi"s end we 
speak about . the f~cts rYf PC?li tic~ in words which rriore or_ less 
· -. comp.l:etely · misrepresent them. • ''-
' " ·: 
:' ·' 
The concrete re_?_lities of politics are · indivci.dual · 
~. . . 
· · · human beings 19living together in national . ~roups. Politi cians 
· . · - ·-and · to some exte·nt we· are ·al·l politicians--sub§tit.ute- · 
. . ' 
abstractions for _.these concrete realities, ~nd having done 
this, proceed to invest ·each abstraction w).th an appearance · 
.~ -7- • \ 
.. of conc'reteness by pe-rsonifying it.. For example'· the ·concrete · 
. ·reali.ty of which • Bri-tain' is the · abstraction consists of 
. , . . . . I . 
' ' 
some fo!ty--odd millions of dive_r'se individual~ livin9 on an . 
' island off the west coast of Europe. The personifi.cat·ion of · 
.this abstract~on appears, in .' classical fancy:-dress and 
.~old~ng a very :large toasting fork, .on the backside of our 
copper coinage;. appears in verbal. form,, eve_ry time we talk 
. 
about international pol'i tics. 'Britain;• the abstraction 
from forty mill~ons of Britons, is endowed with thoughts, 
sensibilities and emotions, even with a ' sex--,for, in spite 
of John Bull, the country is always a female~ 
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Now,. it is o.f course possible t:hat · 'Britain'· is 
• I - • • I \. • • 
more than ·a mere name ... -.is ~m en.ti~y that possesses s~m~ ki nd 
. . . 
of reality distinct ·from that of .the individuals 'constitut·ing 
. . 
. . . 
t:he group· -tt;> which the name . is applied. l3ut this entity, if 
.. 
it exists, . is certainly" not a young lady with a •toasting · · 
. ,· 
fork; nor is it possible to .believe . (though· some emiRent 
•• .t.. • • • 
, .. o. J 'o 
philosophers have pr'each~d the doctrine) tha~. :it shouid 
possess _anything in the nature of a o·person.a~)will. -One .,mus~ 
ag~ee withT~H. , Green 'that 'th.e 're . c~n· .be not,.hing in ·a. P.aticSn, 
; • • • ~ • • • .. • • • 0 • ' • 
hqweve+ exalted its. mission, a·r in a society. however perfectly 
· organized, whi~~ i~ . not in the ~~rs6ns c.bil}p~s~ng . ·~he. 9~t.i:on .\ ·. 
or the society. ~ • We cannot suppose ·a nationa~ spirit: and 
will to e.xist excep.t as .th~ spirit and' wil;L ~f· individual~.' 
·But the moment "We · start re.solutely · thinking about our world 
•J • 
in terms of . individual pe-rsons we find ourselvel? at the same 
time. thinking in terms of univ,ersality. 'The' great ration~! 
' ' 
religions,' writes Professor Whitehead, 'are the outcome of 
.. 
~ . · . . ,
the emergence of a religious consCiousness that is universal, 
as distinguish~d from t;ribal, or ever_l social. Because it' is 
universal, .it introduces the note of solitariness. •. (And l}e 
li1, 
might have added that, l;>ecause · .i~ is· .solitary, i~ introdu?es. 
' the note of uri'ivetsal i ty.) ,' The reason of this connection · . · 
bet~een universality·. and scHi~ude is that universality is .a · 
disconnection from immediate ~urroundings~ • 
the disconnection· from immediate surroundings ; particularly 
. ' . .. . . 
such social surrounding as the· tribe oJ· nat :iont .the insistence ·rl 
.. , .. 
.. .· 
. ,
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. ' . 
oh the pers~n ·as :the fundamental rea'lity, ._leads ,to · the· 
conception of an all.-embrac~ng unity.: . 
A nation, ·then, may be mo.re than a mere .abstr~cti<?n, 
" . 
0 
may possess some kind of real ex:ist.ence apart .fro{n its 
, ' l ~ : : ' .. ' .. . 
. . . 
constituent members. But there is no , reasQn .. to suppos.e . that 
• • • I • 
it is a persbn; indeedt there is everx reason' to sUppose 
" . ' . . 
that· it isn't . . Those who~'sp7ak ~.s t~<;>ugh ~t '!lle;re :a p_erson 
(and some 'go further ' than this and sp.~ak as though it- were 
' ' 
. . a personal god). do so, because it is to .their interest as 
- ,• • . . . . I 
.egotists make prec:j.sely ,thi~ mistake. 
. ,. · I~ ' the case -q·f the ruling class 'these ·interests are· 
.~ . . " . . ; ... 
in P'\rt I'(late'rial.-
·' 
sacred being'· 'different from 'and superio.r to · its consti tuen~ . 
members i · is 'merely _(I quote t_he . word~ .of ~a great . F~en~h 
.• .. 
jurist·, Leon Duguit) 'a way· of imposing. ~uthority :qy· making 
~ 
people believe>it i·~ an authority de- jure and not merely de 
facto.'. ·· ·By h.abitual<ly tal.king of .tile nation as though · l:t ,· 
) 
were a person ·with thoughts, · feelings and a will of :lts own, 
· , 
the rulers · of. a country legi tirna_te :their own powers • 
. Personification ie~ds easil.y to deification; and where the 
''· 
nation is deif_ied~ its go~ernment ceases to be a mere 
conveni~nce, like. drains or a teleph<;>ne system, and, 
-partaking .in the ·sacredness of the ent;ity .it represents, 
·claims to. give orders by divine 'right ~nd demands the 
unquestioning .. obec11ence ~du~ to a, god. · -R~iers ~eldqm find 
' . -
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elaborated an inappropria~~ figure. ~f speech' into a complete 
. . . 
philosophy of politics, was a favourite ·of the Prussian 
government. "Es ist, 1 he had written, 1 es ist de~ Gang 
Gottes in der Welt, ·das der Staat ist. 1 The decoration· 
. . . 
bestowed on- him by Frederick WiLliam III ~as richl'y deserved • 
. -Unlike .their rulers, the ruled hav~ no material 
interest .in usi~g inappropriate language apotit states and 
. . \ 
nations. For them, the . reward of being mistaken -is 
. . 
·psychological •. The personified and ' deified nation becomes, 
in the minds' of the i ·ndi,viduals composing it, a kirid of ._ 
e·nlar:~ment of themselves. The superhuman qu~l\ties . ~hich · 
belong . to-t~e young lady: with tl;le toasting · fork; tt{le . young 
. . ' . . "~ 
l _ady ·with plaits and a ~:;-a 'ss soutien.,..gorge_, the young l~dy .. 
· ·in a Phrygian bon~e~, are claimed · by individual Engtishrne'n, 
Germans and Frenchmen as being, at least\ in part, their own. 
• • < 
Dulce et decorum est pro patria mori. But there would be no . 
; . , 
need:· to die, no need of. war, if it had not been ev:en sweeter 
to boast and swagger for one 1 s count~y , · to hate, . des·p i se, 
~ . 
· swindle and b~lly for it'. Loyalty. to the per sonified nation, 
or the personified' class or party, justifies the loyal in 
' . 
iriqulgin'CJ . al_l ,those passions which good manners and the . . 
' 
moral coCie do · not allow . them to d·isplay in th'eir relations 
' with .their neighbours. . The "personified entity is a being,~ 
• ' 0 • • 
.·. not only :great and noble, but also insanely _proud,_ vain . and 
·.touchy; · ·fiercely rapacious; a·-bragtJart; bound by no 
. . 
considerations of· right and wrong. · (Hegel .c9ndemned as 
.•,' ' 
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.hopelessly .shallow all those who dared··tq apply ethical 
., ., 
.' standards to the activities of nations • 
. applaud every: iniquity . committed in the name of the State 
was·. to him a· sign of philosophica.l profundity.) Identifying ,. 
' . . 
themselves with this god, individuals find .relief from the 
~onstrain ts of ordinary soc i _al decency, feel themselves 
... 
jtist~fied in giving·rein, wi~hin duly prescribed l~mits, to . 
their criminal prociivities . ._ · As a loyal. nationalist or 
. .. party-inan, one. can enjoy the luxury of benaving badi.y, with :, 
~\ - . 
a . good ccms~ience. ' . 
.· • . : The E7Vil passions · are- further justified ' ny ·another 
' . 
· ~inguistic error-.:.the error of speaking ·about certain 
.. categories of persons as though they were mere embodied 
abstractions. Foreigners and those who disagree with. us· 
. 
are .not thought· of as men and women like ourselves and our 
. fellow-c'oust~ymen; they are thought of as representatives anci, 
so to say, symbols of a class. 
. 
In so far as they have any 
personality at all, it is.the personality we ~stakenly 
attri~ute to their class--a personality- that ip, by definition, · 
.. 
. intrinsically evil. · We know that the harming or killing of 
I 
. o. · ·men and women i~ wrong, · and we .are reluctant consciously to ·. 
. . . . . . . 
do, what we ~know to be wrong_. But when particutar men and 
. . I . . 
women are thought of merely as . r~presentatives · of ~class, 
whic~ has ' pr.ev:iously.' been qefined. as evil .~nd personified in 
the shape -of a d·evil, then the reluctance .to. hurt . or murdez: 
disappear~. · Brown, Jones and Robinson are no longer thought 
' ' 
. · 
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of as Brown, Jones and Rohinson, but as heretics, . gent.iles, . 
.. 
Yids, niggers, barbarians, Huns, communists, capitalists, 
facists, liberals~-whichever t~e case may ·be. · When they 
have called such names and assimilated to the accursed class 
. to which "the names appl y, Brown, Jones and Robinson cease · 
. . 
to be conceived. as what they really are--.human _persons--and 
become for the users· of this fatally inappropriate language 
mere vermin · or, worse, demons who':ll .· it is right a~d . proper to 
destroy as t~oroughly and as. painfU:lly as possible. Wherever 
persons are P!,esen:t, questi~ns o :f morq.lity ad.se. Rulers of 
.. 
n·ations ·and leaders . o~ parties f i nd moral.ity .. e"\~~r:17assing •·. 
That is why they take such pains to deperso"nalize their 
. . 
opponents. All prop_aganda directed against ·an opposing group 
has hut one aim: to substi tute diabolical abstractions for 
conc~ete persons. The propagandist '.s purpos~ is to make one 
. . 
set of people forget that certain other s~ts of people are 
huinan. ·ay ·robbing them. Qf their personality, he puts thep1 
. o~tsfde .the . paie ""o f moral obligation . . Mere symbols can h~ve 
· no rights--particular'!y .when that of ·which the y are ~yinbol-ical 
is, by definition, evil. 
.. 
Politics c~m become moral only· on one condition: 
that its problems shall be . spoken o f and thought about 
exclusively in' ~erms of concrete're~lity.; that , is to say, of 
pe~sons. To deper soni fy . human beings and to personif y 
abstractibns are compleme ntary errors· which i ead, by an 
. ine;>eorable · logic, to war between. nations and t6 iq.oiatr~tis . 
' . .. 
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worship of the State~ with consequent governmental oppressf ori. _ 
Jni: current political thought is ·a mixture, in .varying 
• 
proportions; between thought in terms -of concrete realities 
and thought in terms of depers~nified symbols and· personified 
abstractions. . In th~ democratic countries the problems of 
.internal politics are•thought about mainly in terms o'f 
concrete reality; those of external poli.tics , . mainly in . ' terms 
of abstracti'ons and symbols. In dictatorial 'co.untries the 
.proportion of concrete ·to abstract and _symbolic thought is 
. . ... : . . . . 
r'ower than in · democratic countrie'e(. Dictators talk little. 
" . 
·of ·persons,· much of perso~ified abstractions, such as the 
.· ·Nation, the State, the Party, a~d mu_ch of depersoniffed · .. 
. . . 
J 
symbols, . such· as Yids, Bolshies, Capitalists. The stupi_d~ ty . 
of po~iticians who talk abou_t a world of persons as though ·· 
it were ' not a world of persons is due in the main to self-
.in:terest. In a fictitious world of symbols and personified 
abstrac.tions, rulers find that they can rule more effecti vely, . 
··and the ruled·, . t~at they can gratify instincts which the . 
. . 
·conventions o·f good manners and the -imperatives of morality 
.. . 
. demand t'h-at they should repress. To· think correctly is the _ 
. . 
;_ (> 
condition of behaving well. It is also in itself a moral 
. . 
' . 
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Directions:· Identify the meaning, wlthin . the givenocontext, 
of each of the foll·owing words in Geo·rge Orwell's, "Politics 
. . . .. . : 
and the English Language" and Aldous Huxley's, ."Wo:r:ds ~.and 
Behaviour". 
' 
·A. "Politics and the ·English Language", George Orwell 
.. 
L intensifl.ed .· .. . 16. variable. 
--~· @ •. ' 
2. • slove.nliness 17. parody . 
: . . ··. · .
3. evocative ' 18. ~ outcrop 
4·. . perver.ting 19. humbug 
..... 




'7. vanal 22. orthodoxy 
a. profundity 23. indispensable 
' I 
J,.,,, 9. pretentiou~ 24. euphemism 
'10. · 'inevitable 25. anesthetizes 
11. inexorable 26 • . colloqu~al 
12. veritable 27. ' stuff 
13. .archaic . 28. folly 
•· 
14. vague . . 29. verbal refuse 
.. 
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.· developed sensib-ilities · 
. . 














. accordingly . . 






27. vesicants . 
28. massacre 
29. m_anglincj 
30. as.simila ted . 
31. belligerents ~ . 
32 • . variation 
. . 33. ·· abide 
\ 
















46 •. repress 
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Directions: Answer the . following. questions after yo~ · have 
. read and discussed within your 'groups both essays • ." wr~te 
only after complete discussion with~n your group. 
1. What ·do both of these essays tell us about the 
... ' importance of lan_guage in our daily lives? 
2. Why are both. Orwell and Huxley· s.o concerneq about 
purifying th~ English la?guage? 
3 ·. Do both. of these essays nave the same goal? What do 
you think are .t.he goals of each of these essayists? 
Explain each briefly. 
4. How may both of these essayists be concerned with the 
proper usage of the English language? · 
5. ·: These e~says . were both written in the 3 0 ~ s and 4 0 • s. · · 
How can they both be considered timeless? 
6. What is .. verbal pollution"? Provide evidence from a . 
recent magazine article or' newspaper .that this condition 
very much ex~sts ' today~ · · 
7. .Are Htix~_ey and orwell ·optimists or pessimists in their 
views toward language? Be sure to illustrate with 
. evidence from the e.ssays·. ' 
8. What kin~ of ·power does a person who is able to 
manipulate language have over other people? · Describe · 
t}1is power, and .illustrate its consequences. · 
.· 9. Refer. to Huxley•s various definitions of the word 
"force". Choose another word or phrase whfch mqy be 
used with reference to human relations (~.g. ·, . · 
' extermination), and provide the various meanings it 
may have in different contexts when w~ talk or write 
about war. 
.. 
10. Wh~ are Orwell 1 s · four essential questions (p. 101) which 
a writer should a sk himself in every sent ence t hat he 
writes so crucial? Is Orwell being realistic in making 







11. Why are both Huxley and Orwell so concerned .about . 
language reflecting the individual, human dimension? ' 
What are the consequences, according ·to each of them, 
of consciously or uncc;msciously avoiding this dimension? 
• # . 't : . • 
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we · live in a world which ha~ become· highly ~ecialized~ 
Therefore, we ·rely too often on the "expert • What are 
some of the dangers that both essayists make us aware · 
of, . and how can ·we reduce these d~ngers through the 
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I Section A - Phrases Unique to Newfoundland and Labrador: 
138 . 
Identify briefly the basic l mean~ng of each of these phrases: . 
(Underlined word/words indicate alpha order - e.g. , "no back 
doors about 11 would be found within the definition of the word 
"back" · in the ONE. 
I 
1. q~ back ·doors ' about 
2 • be. not bad· l .ike 
..: 
3. bare-legged cup of tea 
.. 
4. · brazen.as the black 
5 • . blow the roast 
6. watch your .bobber 
7\ take bread for the road 
I' 
B. best of gear 
9. too green to burn 
make a hand 10. 
11. 
12. 
stir u~ ~ lop in a piggin 
sleep in .puppy's parlour 
13. not to. be. jammed 
14. between the ~and the reels 
15. .slatter to ~ling 
. ,· .. 
'· 
• I 
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Section ·B :-Where indicated trace _the history of the following 
r 
·wor~s as cornpletel'y as possible. Otherwise, give the meaning 
of these words given -the part of speech indicated~ 
.. 
1~ angishore = hangashore (its early history) 
- ' 
2-. article = ·as a n®un 
3. awful ·= as an adjective 
4. banker = .as -~ - ~-(its early history) 
5. . billy·. gale 
·_ 6. boy· = as a_ .no.un (Sense i2) · <its history) . 
. . 
·7 ~ _- Canada = (its history) · 
a.· cd.vii "'=: · a·s an adjective 
9. ch~m = as a noun . -·· 
1(). fishocracy = Trace its history. 
11. ~ bit = 
12. gut-'foundeq 
.. . 
13. half-saved 7 two senses of the word 
. · ... 
• 
' 
14 • . jackatai =-as a~- (Trace its history.) 
-is:~ ariny = Trace its history. 
16. logy .= as an adjective / 
i7. lunch= as .a noun (Trace its~·l'istory.) 
18. machine= as a noun (Trace its history.) 
19 • . rnang = ·as .a verb 
20. mangy~ as. an adjective 
·21. mooch = as a verb 
22. narn = as a negative substitute 
• 
. . . . '
... 
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'_23. prosecut~ = as a verb (Trace its history}.} 
24. scoff = as a _ noun· (Trace its history.) 
25. 
26. 
sheila = as a,noun 
sleeveen. = as a noun 
27 • . some = as an adverb 
28. stun = as an adjectiye (Trace its history.) 
') 
29. take = Sense #2 
30. yary; -yarry = as an adjective 
31. Sheila's Brush = Trace its ·history. 
32 .• . buddy = Trace .l.ts history. 
... .r··· 




35~ glum = (wea·ther) 
. . 
D . 
36. growler = 
37.. hag 
38. lamp - lighter 
39. lop = (Sense #2) :Tra'ce its history. 
40. whizgigg1ng · 0. 
. ~) 
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Exercise #39 · 
.Topic: · Language ·change· 
.• 
. 
Directions: Discuss your own peculiar aspects of you~ 
speech ·habits (at least five). 
Examples: 
1. "pop",.or "tdriic", or "soda" 
. 141 
2. .' "ei titer.- neither" _; .pronounced as the vowel sound 
iji' II seed II~ or with the V9Wel sound in the . word' 
iJ "by". 
. , 
:To the l'eacher.': 
.. . . . '. 
. . 'tanguage .d~fferenc'es should be 'seeri as · ~he · natural 
I # • ' 
' • . 
outgrowth of geographipal separa~ion. Ernphasize ' that the . 
' . . 1 . . . ' ' . . 
··. educat-ed .person 'understands and ·accepts these differences 




the only 11correct" one. 
... To the student who does not _recog~ize the existence of 
sever'~! different writing a'aa ·speaking styles' 'both . casual 
. .. ~ 
' 
.. conversation and .informal writing by many great writers 
wilfbe found to contain hundr~?s of 11 errors". <;onversely, 
to . . the student .who does not realize ' that the only standard 
· of language correctnes~ if? the actual usage . of native 
speakers and writers, · a search for ."correct form" leads only 
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Differ~nces of pronunciation, vpcabulary, and s·eriteqce .. 
structure have ari~en both from historical -and social 
conditions as well as from the phenomenon of linguistic .. ·~ · 
change. 
Thus I 'the student . . r~cognizes that the process of learning 
Standard English does not mean that he/she must "unlearn" 'the 
other social · and regional dialects he/she has already ac_quired. 
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Directions: . I.dentify .at· least one };i0ssible meaning for 
each ·of these story words/or expre~sions·.  Remember·, that 
. . 
·. -"slancf" is · an informal, non-standa:rd language that· is ·' 
typically. c~mposed of c~lorful, . exaggerat.ed me't:aphor~, 'newly-,. 
• 
coined words, or phrases and words that have taken on new. · 
. ,si. 
mefirying. :~~ 
. • , .. . u. 
. . . 
· -aholic (s.uffix) i.e·., "workaholic" 
. \ . ... 
.,., air head 
bad-:- adj .• ,. (Black·cult~re) 
.in the bag - .adv. 
bananas - adj. 
oazoo .:.. 'n. 
beauty - adj . 
beaf up - v . . 
on the blink 
q 
. 
~ once in a blue moon 
bqnkers · - adj • · · 
boss - adj. · 
the brush· .-:- · n. 
.buffalo - b. 
·burned out - ·adj. 
butt' out - .:V. 
, .. ' 
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·'t· • .: 
. ' ; 
go chase oneself 
~ copacetic:_ · adj. 
c~eqibility gap - n. (Politics} 
''· . - 9 
cut a .. ·~rag - v.,. alSE> to cut a mean tag 
discombobulate v. 
do a number on v .. 
do a number - v. 
(:1' . . 
doofus -: n. 
fan the breeze v. 
flip o~e·' s lid 7' v. 
for· crying out 1·oud 
in· the love of Mike 
fracture :- v. 
· from nowhere 
full of bull 
·that is a gas 









~ · ''heeoie-j eepies· - · n. 
I~ 
jump .. ~~wn someone.'~ throat 
knock· someone down to size 
I 
lay it on the line - v.· 
.. ' 
l~y it on thick 
·'i.l 
. 
out on a limb 
v. 
v. 
make n~ bones about something - v. 
' ' 
ge~ it in .the neck ~ v. 
·•. 
. ) ' ' 
. .. - --:· ··; ------
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ri~k one' ·s neck j ~ v. 
no great shakes - adj. 
no sweat - interj. 
out of this wrirld- adj. 
overkill - n. (~ilitari) 
have an itchy palm - v. 
pie in the sky - n. 
the· pits - ·n. 
pop -one' s cork ·.- v. 
-pour it on thic)l; n. 
p_rime - n. 
pruneface - ·n.· 
··" .-
· .. ' 
put in one's two-cent~ worth - v • 
.. · -
-.. ... 
chew the rag - v. 
rat on - v. 
rub someone the wrong w_ay - v. 
run off at the mouth - v • . 
say a mouthful v. 
sparkplug ·-. n. 
hit ~he spot- v •. 
in a spot - adv. 
on the spot - adv. 
spread it on. thick - v ~ · 
s~read ' o~eself thin - v. 
strike a happy medium v. 
strike a sour note -- v. 
. ~ . 
. , . . 
.. ·.· 
'•·, " 
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.. 
\. .. . 
strut one's stuff - v. 
sweeten up s~meone . - v. 
not give someone the time of day v. 
have the time of one's life - v. 
drive someone up a wall ~v. 
verbal diarrhea - n. 
warm someone's ear - v. o: I 
'. ~' \ 
whatchaillcallit - n. 
· :· ... , . •. 
To the Teacher: ·' · 
:... . 
. Source: Dictionary of Popular Slang. · Anita 'Pearl. New 
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Ex'ercise # 4'1 
Preface to Samuel Johnson's Dictionary of 1755 
An Excerpt 
• I •, ' 
A. sample Discussion Questio~s · I} 
1. ·no you think his aims are ci'escriptive or pr~·scriptive? 
2. Discuss.his use ~f.such words ~s . rdgul~te, ~urit~, · 
reputat~on, author.~ty~ . (Johnson's not~on .o a f1xed 
. standard of "corrictness" and his desire as a · · ·. 
· · le'xicographer to preserve ·certain aspects o f the 
· · language~. ) 
3. How ~uccessful do .you suppose Johnson was at retar~ing 
or stopping change in the English language? 
4.• (a) .What does a descriptive dictionary assume about 
its audience? 
·(b) What does a prescriptive dictionary assume abou~ 
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.Exercise #41 (cc:mt.'d)' 
A comparative study of word Entries=· 
Dr. Samuel Johnson ' ·s Dictionary of 1755 
and Gage Diction~ry 
The, entry for "gizzard" as it appears in Johnson's 
Dic.tionary: " ( 2) · n · is proverbially _used for 
ap~rehen~ion or conception of mind: as, he frets his . 
giz1zard, . he harrasses his imagination". 
' .. ; 
. \ . Now, compare 
Dr. ·Johnson' s enti·y with the entry found in ·l:'our Gage . 
dictionary. · 
Examine the entry for "cuddle" in y,our Gage Dictionary. 
·•-• , - - • • •r, - - • • 
Here is Johnson.'s entry: "to ceiddle. (.A lQW wo~d, I 
believe, without etymology.) To ·.lye close ·~ to squat." 
What·. does·· Johnson mean by a "low" word? 
{j 
·Johnson defines the \<lOrd "cough" as follows:' "A. 
.convulsion of tfhe 'lungs, villicat'ed by some ~harp 
serosity. · It is pronounce<J- ·coff ." Compare his entry 
. . 
. with the one you f.incf in your Gage J?ictionary. 
IV. both ·the entry for "daze" .and ·"dazz·le" in your 
-- ' 
' 
?age Dic~ion~y ~ Compare the~ entries with Johnson's 
entr for~ daze" - "To overpower with f.ight; to · 
strike with to'o strong lustre; to. hinder the ·act of 
, . 
seeing by too much light suddenly introduced." · Which 
.• 
of these entries is the clearest? Why? 
. ?.4· .,.;..,. ······--7·--·-- ..• ':: ..... :. : -:; '- ~\ . .r; ':j ~ ·-.; · ... . 
' ·. . -~ I • ' • • 
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2. b. 
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Exercise #11 ,.. I 
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Exercise #11 · - II 
6. cl' 
7. d. 
8. . c. 
9. a. 
10. a. 
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Exercise fl4 
6. h, 
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Varieties of English: 
Language ·Curr!culum ·I, 
Dr. Al ert Kitzhaber. 
Teacher Version. 
university of Oregon, 
Eugene . 1965 • 
. \ 
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ED 010 129. 
\ 
ED 034 775. 
ED 192 772. 
'I 
ED 192 .7.74. 
\ . 
.' ·o -
ED . 023 55?. 
ED 061 014 .• 
/ 
0 
A Curriculum -in English, Grades 7-12: 
DescrJptive Essays by the staff of -the Oregon 
_Curriculum Study Center. Oregon Curriculum 
Study Center. Revised November, 1965. · _ 
168 
I . 
A Guide to Available Project English Materials. 
Revise& Edition. Donna Butler and Ed 0 1Donnell, 
eds,. National Council of Teachers of English, 
Champaign, . Illinois. September, 1969. 
• ' . 
.  
Criterion References Assessment Bank-;· Grade 9 
s~~11. Clusters, ObJect~ves and Il1ustrat~ons • . 
Montgomery County Public Schools, Rockville, 
Md., .1980. . 
Grade 10 Skill Clusters, Objectives, and 
Illustrations. .criterion Referenced Assessment 
Bank. Montgomery County Publ~c Schools, 
Rockville, .Md~, . 1980. 
A Uniti Teaching Dictionary .Skills Through 
a Slang Dictionary. S~anley M. Steed. July, 
1968. 
~astering Decoding Skills: English, Reading. 
Evelyn C. Campbell. Dade County Public Schools·; 
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gag~ PUBUSHING UMITED 
. 
• . 
' ' , 
1981 01!09 
Mr. K~~eth Goulart I 
8 Powe11 Place . 
'st. Jo~n's, Newfoundland 
AlA 3W~-
• j 
Dear Mr. Goulart: 
J 
• PUBLISHING IN CANADA SINCE 1844 
/ 
since you phoned earlier this week, I have ransacked some 
filesj and had the enclosed materials copied for you·. 
Most of the en~losures are arti~les or bits of articles that 
I · have found useful in preparing workshops ··and other presentations' on 
dict~onary use.· Unfortunately, most· of the.se so~rces . are ain)e.d- .·at _. 
elementary teacher's; but this 'is because., as you have · discttvered, 
precious· little work has' been done 'on th~ use of the dictionary 'at the · 
secondary level. A pos~ible · exception· is ' ·"The Dictionary · As· A Ba~;ic ·· · 
Text," by Heien ·F. ·. Ols.on, which is the'· article -wn±eft I .was trying .to 
remember when we ·were talking. ' 
TQe two-page item headed "Dictionary Acti:vit~es" . is a more:..or..:.iess . 
random collection of notes and ideas that I have culled froin various . 
sources· 'and have foimd useful. In additi,on, I enclose )1. couple of .. . . 
articles of mine tha.t may have some bearing on your work. May I aiso 
re£er you· ·to my, article called "A Parkee Made Of Caribou ••. , " · in The· 
English Quarterly (Canadian councii''of Teachers of English)', ·.vol~4, 
No.. 3 (Fall 1~71) , pp47ff. This gives some suggestions for working 'with 
the historical A Dictionary of Canadianisms on Hist~rical Principles. 
Speyifically, .. the article refers to. A Concise Dictionary Of, Canadianisms .•. 
At:e you . familiar with this abrigement of the· larger wor~? :rf not, · I · · 
w:ill -be gla·d to send you a copy. · · 
I hope that at least some of this material · is of · use to you. If t can 
be of any further assis't~ce, please ·<;lo not hesitate to let me know. In 
addition, I would bemost-:-iriter-e·sted in learning more ~out your·.work as 
it proceeds. 
Again, ·_my· apologies for not replying promptly to your letter. 
sincerely yours, A 
.• 
Enc• · · ~ - . 
.. 
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A.)d. Heath. & Company Ltd. ·AUTHORS' AGENTS " 
40-4i WiUiam IV Street London WC2N 4oo 
T'*"'-: oi-8J6 4171 (4 lllw•J rw,- .. c.~WJ: sm, ;_., 
Ret:illcnd ill Eqlaad ..... tloe Na. 17-'027 
~u ·Kanneth'f Goulart 
23rd May 1983 




On behalf of .. Orwell 
.. J for whom we act u agenta, · 
~e ue happy to give_ you pe~on,to include: 














in your maat.r' s .. degree t _heais .;-. 
On the following conditions : 
· ·1; That you should pay, on publication of your book, a fco of 
.. . 
2. Thatyoumake.dueacknowlcdgementto -.the estate or the lata Sonia Brownell Orwell 
• . and Martin Seeker & Warburg Ltd. · · 
3.' ·~t~ !Jermlssion applies only to publication inJIII06KforwMlUCIW~--- in your Masts~·, e 
~9JltllM'frijS~~lU!llltMR!~IMJ~t. degree tha••s 
9ur pennJssfon includes the right to licen.ce braille, IUge·print editions, etc. for uae. by ., 
\- ~ viauallyhmdkapped . . . 
4. That a copy of your book be ~ent to ~· on. pu~ll~tion_ for . 
S. · · That you will apply for fl}rther pennJa&ion if your book u not publlshed Within tWo y~ from the 
_ date of thJJ letter. . :, • · · . · - - · 
Kenneth f . Goulart 
8 .Powell Place 
· st. Joh.n•81 Nai!~f~un.dlard · Canad~ ~I~ 3W4 . 
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0 l•:IJ'tOI"'''f 379 66 )7 
(61ines) 
PlJBLJSHERS 
,.. 40-42 .WILLIAM IV STREET 
~ONDON WC2N 4DP 
Mr. Kenneth F .Goulart ·· 
8 Powell Place 
St. John•a 
Newtoundl and 
.Canada AlA )W4· 
Dear Mr •. Goulart 
Aldous Huxley 
, Teles tggo8o . 




' ' ' 
· v-
· Thank yo~ for your letter of Hay 8. We shall be glad to grant 
' per.ission for you.to include the essay Words and Behaviour in 
yo~r Ha~ter's degree thesia1~ut should be grateful if you would · give the source as THE OLIVE TREE - . the volUme of essays in which 
it was flrst pu~lished, in 19)6. No fee ia . ~nvolved for use~ 
part o~ your thesis, but· or' course should there be ~~-publication 
of your thesis on a co~ercial basis further application would 
have to be •ade. 
• Yours _!incerely 
Rita Spurdle 
Rights ' Depart•ent 
~ c.u.JJ.b: NOIWIIWALLWOOD, O.B.!!.: D. l. zi.m.loBt 
"' '· . 
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